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Young Wild West At #the Stake
OR,' THE JEALOUSY OF ARIETTA
BY AN OLD SCOUT
to be attacked again so soon was enough to worry
·
the tired men.
But they were nervy men, tried and true,
Crack! Crack! Cra-a-a-ck-crackl
Then the warwhoop of a hundred Sioux Indians though some of them were mere · boys. At the
time of which we write, Indians and bad whites
broke out on the still morning air.
A troop of United States cavalry had been at- were as thick as bees in the territory of Datacked in camp by a band of Sioux on the war- kota.
Gold seekers were pushing their way to the
·path.
It was just before the break of day, the time Black Hills, though the first great rush was over.
Old Sitting Bull, the wily chief of the Sioux
an Indian generally chooses to make an attack,
nation, was hidden in the hills, where he had been
and it might have been very disastrous to the
troopers if it had not been for the fact that <:me since he had trapped and massacred the gallan,
of the pickets had almost walked over a creepmg band led by General Custer.
Though SittiBg Bull kept well under cover, he
redskin, who had been sent close to the camp to
repeatedly sent out roving bands to war on the
find how it was situated.
whites.
The picket did .not let the creeping Indian know
Sometimes things would move · in a peaceful
that he had seen him, but when he had allowed
him to get past he hurried into camp and aroused vein for as long as three months, and then the Indians would break out afresh.
his companions.
With remarkable quickness the captain of the
On these · occasions many settlers were slain
troopers got them in readiness to mow the red and scalped by the red demons before the solfiends down when they sprang forward to make diers could get to their relief.
the attack.
Captain Banks and his brave troopers had
It was pretty dark, but the watching boys in been away from the fort for nearly three weeks.
blue soon saw the tall prairie 'grass waving, ~nd
In two more days they hoped to get back, or
as there was not a breath of air stirring, they
had hoped, for now that they were attacked
knew what caused it.
by a. superior force of the enemy there was ntJ
The order was passed for them to make ready telling what might happen.
to fire at the moving grass.
It might be that they would never get back.
Fifteen seconds later, when the semi-circle of and to some of them this was certainly so.
sneaking redskins were closing in upon the camp,
"Steady, boys!" was the cheering remark of
the order came to fire.
Captain Banks. "Keep cool and don't waste too
The Indians had been surprised, and uttering many shots. If we can hold them oil' till daytheir warwhoop they beat a quick retreat ..
light we will soon make them wish they had
Though not one of their ugly faces had been let us alone."
,seen by the troopers, the volley had left half a
Such talk as this was bound to do the weary
dozen of them dead and dying on the 'field.
troopers a whole lot of good, and they gave a
But the fighting had scarcely begun; every man cheer for their brave captain.
.»f the troop knew that.
The Indians, who had drawn back to a safe
Indians generally put up a sneaking, cowardly
distance, must have took this for a yell of defight, and they would soon show their hand.
There were only sixty-one of the boys in blue fiance, for they very quickly answered it witla
:their blood-curdling cries.
!left in the comP,any.
Obeying the command of their leaders, the
The others hacl been killed in a fight with the
and
"S ioux that morning and were returning to their troopers saddled and bridled their horsesdown
then forced the well-trained animals to lie
headquarters at Fort Pierre.
They had been following the course o! ~he Bad beside them.
If it came to .the worst, they would mount
River, and were now on the open pra1ne forty
-. miles distant from the foot-hills of the famous and charge the enemy.
In a fair fight they would have little difrldge known as the Black Hills, in the southern.
the Sioux :warriors like chair
aart of which was situated the hustling mining ficulty inthescattering
wind.
be.fore
Weston.
10wn known
1
_... . , Some !lf the troops W!lre wounded, too, and now. . Five, ten minutes passed.
C:tlAPTER 1.-The ·Fight on tJie Prairie
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YOUNG WILD WEST AT THE STAKE
Then again the tall prairie grass could be seen
moving, this time all around them.
· "They are trying to hem us in on all sides,"
muttered Captain Banks. ' "Well, more than OJ!e
red demon will never see daylight this morning,
·though it is not far off, at that."
. The order then went around for the men to
wait until the captain discharged his revolver,
and then to start in and do their level best.
They had to use tactics that best suited the
occasion.
Closer and closer the cordon of redskins grew.
Many of the troopers were getting nervous,
thinking the captain was waiting too long.
But he knew his business perfectly.
His men could better make target of . the foe
if they could see them.
The red demons would certainly spring to their
feet and make a charge pretty soon, and at the
first sign of such action on their part Captain
.
Banks would discharge his revolver.
Another five minutes passed, though it seemed
an age to the anxious ' men who were waiting.
Faint streaks of gray were beginning to show
in the East, the sure sign of quickly approaching
·
.
day.
The stillness was appalling, too. Nothing could
be heard but the occasional noise of a cricket or
the discordant voice of a pra:rrie dog in the distance.
The tall grass had ceased to move, showing only
too well that the Indians were but waiting the
word to begin their fiendish work.
Suddenly from the grass nearly a hunflred dark
·
forms arose.
Then wiid yell, such as only a band of-savage
·
Indians can make, spli:t the -air. ·
. Captain _Banks pressed the trigger of his re~
volver the very instant the yell started, and it was
·
heard _b y every man under his command.
The new' repeating rifles the troopers had been
lately equipped with belched forth streams of
fire, but the Indians came riglit on.
Again a terrible volley was fired, and then
there was simply a furious battle of firearms.
The Indians were fairly well armed with breechloading carbines, and they ke.pt discharging·them
as fast as they could shove m the cartridges.
The ringing orders of tl\e officers could occasionally be heard above the fierce yells of the demons
. ·
·,
and the reports of the iirearnis:
' · The captain saw · that the- only thing left to
do was to mount and charge through the lines,
. ;
.
and l)e gave the necessary orders. .
· The men were under gooa discipline, and they
moved quickly.
Up sprang their horses and away dashed the
gallant blue coats tight in the midst of the thickest of their foes. ·
The crack, crack of their death-dealing revolvers spoke as they dashed away, and the lifeblood of more than one Sioux was soaked up by
.
the soil of the prairie.
Across the boundless waste the troopers rode1
leaving fully a dozen of their number dead anct
dying behind them.
But it could not-be helped. There was no time
for sentiment now, and they could not prevent
the scalps of the slain from being worn in the
belts of the red warriors.
The charge must have been rather unexpected
to the Indians. for they did not fire until the

a

brave band of whites were well away from them.
Captain Banks knew it would only be a question of a.very few minutes before the yelling horde
would mount their horses and be after them in
·
·
hot pursuit.
· The ·captain had no intention of getting aw~
from them. He simply wanted to retreat until~
it was light enough to see.
. The retreat was made in a direction just opposite to the way they had been travelling but
'
there was no help for this.
"Beggar.s should not be choosers," is a timehonored saying, and it hits this case exactly.
The tro?pers h~d not covered ~ mile when they
heard t_he1r enemies_ aftE:r them m hot pursuit.
But 1t was growmg lighter all the while and
there was a grim smile of satisfaction on th: face
of Captain Banks.
He felt that they had a show to win the fight
now.
"We are riding in the direction of the foothills,
boys," he said. "But it can't be helped. I can
faintly see a small bunch of timber there on the
riv(lr bank. We will make for that and then turn
on them and give them fits."
A cheer was the answer from the men, which
showed the confidence they placed in their leader.
.The timber could now be .seen by all hands, and
with ren~wed hope the men urged their horses
forward.
It seemed that the Indians were gaining slightly ~
upon them, or some of them, rather, but the spot
tl\ey meant to make their stand upon was now
,l ess than a .quarter of a mile distant.
Occasionally a spent bullet would fall close to
them, but no answering shots were made.
They were going to reserve their fire until
the time it would be apt to do the most- good.
On thundered the horses, and closer and closer
.
.
the t.imber bec:;up~. .
: In Mss than two minutes more they were safely
:
.
.
within. its shelter.
"The river bank was now within a few yards o:( ,
thelll, and if it became .necessary they could ford
.
it and ride off on the other side.
Some storm not long before had caused one · of
the largest of the trees to fall, and Captain
Banks picked .thls out for a sort of, breastworks. '
At his order ,the men·. dismounted and caused
their·ho1'ses ·to ·lie d0:\7D 1 ,SO tney woul~ be-better
,
protected. from the bullets:: of ·the Indians. .
Half a minute later a ·few straggling bullets
. , _.
began .to : come th'at way: :, . ,· : ·
·. They . did no· harm, 1however, and the men got
'
,
, · · ·:
• · ·-- ,. ,
ready to ·fire.
When the Indians were· within . three hundred
yards they began ridin·g back and forth in front
of the timber, hanging down upon the sides .of
their ponies they rode, so as to be out of reach of.
the bullets of the troopers.
Every minute · or so some venturesome f~llow.
would.make a swoop a little nearer and fire a shot
·
under his horse's neck or belly:
The captain had some very good shots in his
command, and he ordered them to pick oft' these
particular redskins as fast as they got the opportunity.
The consequence was that in less than five
minutes two of the Indians fell to n'se no more.
They soon became more wary, and present],:
, .~
they drew back and held a consultation.
The result was that they suddenly started fo-,,.
k
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like fresh. it would only be·.a question of time before the troopers· be overtaken.
-· The men were hungry and tired when the
race across the broad plain began, · but they
struck in nobly, well knowing what they had to ·
depend upon.
There was no time to even think about breakfast now.
When the first mile had .been covered, Captain
Banks saw ·that they had held their owrt, and he
quickly told his men that such was the case.
This sufficed to give a hopeful aspect to all
hands. - ·
But at the end of the second mile the captain
saw thl!t it was useless to deny the fact that the
redmen 'Were gaining slightly.
·
"Their horses are fresh," he muttered. "Well,
we will do the best we can; we can do no better."
That was the only way to look at it from his
point .of view.
·
·
_When the third mile 'had been covered, the
Inclians were a little less than three-fourths of
a mile behind them.
·
·
Their exultant yells could be heard quite plainly, and the troopers moved uneasily in the sadd~.
And so the exciting race continued, until at
length the fifth n\.ile was p~ed.
And the yelling band of red demons was less
than half a mile behind them.
A bullet from a carbine in the hands of one
of the Indians suddenly hit the horse ridden by
the captain and down went the animal, throwing
its rider headlong to the ground.
The troopers at once came to a halt.
They were not the ones to desert their leader.
One of the lightest men in the party quickly
turned his horse over to him, and then got on
behind a comrade who _was riding a powerful
.
·
CHAPTER II.-Youn~ Wild West to vhe Rescue. ' horse.
But .this necessitated ~o'usiderable delay, and
.
The red sun was just showing above the eastern by the time they were off again the copper-hued
.
horizon as the band of Sioux made their ·appear- fiends had made a big . gain.
Shots were . now being fired at them thick and
ance and ·c ame galloping swiftiy to the assistance
fast, and .the troopers were forced to answer.
of those who had been forced to beat a retreat.
They. were -trained to shoot .while riding at,full
A shade of pallor crossed the ·f ace of Captain
~anks as he saw· the new danger that had so speed, and the .result was that a number of sadJ1Qddenly come upon them.
, . dles were emptied.
But this failed to · check the pursuing horde
•"Boys," he said · bravely, "we are in -for it today. We must ford the river and depend upon the least bit; ' if 'a nything, they came on all the
.
the speed of our horses. This is our only chance faster.
"Boys, we had better make a stand for it,'•
nowY
'
There was not one man in the party who did · said ·the captain. "We may be able to drive them
off by making every shot. tell."
,
not believe >this,
.
.
A shout of. approval went up, so the· order was
It would be foolhardy for them to try to beat
then given to halt and dismount.
. ·
off such numbers as would 'Soon be upon them if
. The movement was executed very quickly, and
they stayed here in· the timber.
"Mount and away!" cried the captain, and the Just as they were about . to fire a volley at the
next minute they were in the saddle and making Indians, who were now ridil;lg back and forth in
;,for the river, which flowed along sluggishly at · front of them and firing occasional shots, they
suddenly heard a faint cheer off to the left.
!that ·point.
,
A thrill - of joy shot through the frame of
Boldly the horses plunged into the stream and
Captain Banks when he heard that shout, for he
. ')nade the other side in safety.
It was going to be a race across the boundless recognized it as coming from white men.
He looked that way and saw a score or more
prairie.
.
The troopers got a good half a mile start before of plainsmen riding toward them with the speed
·
.
"!'the united forces of Sioux crossed the river in of the wind. ·
1 ursuit.
"-Help is at hand, boys!" he cried, in a ringThe majority of tbeir horses were good ones, ing -voice. · "Now, then, give it to the redskins!
-:J.l,ut,_,they well knew the dogged tenacity of an We will soon have them fleeing in overy dire<>' lndia,n pony. .
tion !'1 •
- Ir the animals the Sioux rode were -anything
,T he men turned long enough to look whent
ward in the shape' of a fan, evidently bent on
annihilating the· whites in · one swoop. · ·
.
"Get ready, boys," cried Captain Banks. "We
must not let them reach the timber."
_On came the band of red fiends, yelling them- ·
lves hoarse and firing as they came. ·
Some of them possessed themselves of the rifles
the fallen troopers had owned, and they were firing them in a reckless manner.
When they were within two hundred yards the ·
captain gave the command to begin firing and not
,to stop till the red fiends. beat a retreat or · the
magazines Qf their rifles became empty.
. ·
Nearly fifty rifles belched forth a storm of
leaden hail then, the reports blending almost into ·
one.
The result was eight more empty saddles, but
still the Indians came, their yells growing none
the less.
Again a -volley was fired.
This had the effect the captain thought it would.
The redskins could not stand that galling fire,
and they drew back in great disorder.
They got another volley as they turned, and
that started them a trifle faster in their attempt
:to get out of range.
The troopers gave an exultant cheer, and many
of them were for following the foe and making
the victory decisive, but their leaders said no.
But just when they thought victory was surely
~eirs the captain and his men heard the Sioux
warcry -off to their left.
.
·Looking in that direction they saw a band of
at least a hundred Indians coming to the ·help
of those who had been forced to retreat.

.
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his index finger pointed ; 1 and then 'they became " that
I would prefer to shake hands with more
imbued with new life.
than you."
The rapidly approac hing horsem en were
"Shake !" was the reply. "But don't. 11.~tter
whoopi ng and yelling defiance to the Indians , me;
1 don't like 'it."
·
who were now forming a ·semi-ci rcle about the
. "I am not flatteri ng you; believe me when I
troopers .
say it."
Their chief, in gorgeou s array, was riding
"Oh, all right, then. You see, I have a way 81
about on his pony, givino- his orders,, when a
rifle shot rang out in the distance , and he threw trying to help my fellow creatur es at every chance
I get, and if the chance comes pretty often it
up his arms and tumbled from the saddle.
"That was the best shot I ever saw," though t is all the better. We heard that the Sioux were
Captain Banks. "If there are many like the trying to run · things their way over in this secman who fired it in that band, there will be lots tion, so that we came out from Weston to look
of the reds who will never get away alive. It after a wagon train ti-fat is due at our· town some
was no chance shot, either. Of that I am sure, .time this· week. Allow me to introdu ~e you to
for the chief was not with the bunch arid was my friends and partner s in the Wild W~st MincE!rtainly singled out. I have fired at him three ing and Improv ement Compan y over in Weston .
This is Jim Dart; this fellow is Cheyen ne Charlie ,
times myself' and missed each time."
a former governm ent scout, and the others lined
Crack! Crack I Cracket y-crack ! !
The plainsm en were flanking the Indians on up here are Jack Robedee, Lively-R ick, Sam Murtheir right, and· the volley that they poured into dock and Dove-E ye Dave. The rest are all
friends from Weston , good men who know· how
them did terrible executio n.
to handle a shooter :"
"Things had remaine d at a standsti ll with the
"I am very glad to meet you, gentlem en," retrooper s for the past few seconds, but the capplied the captain , with great earnest ness. "My
tain now gave the order to fire.
They did so, and then all further advance from name is Luther Banks- Captai n Banks, if you
please.· We were sent out from the fort to drive
the Indians was stopped .
·
the prowlin g bands of Indians awar from the
"Mount !" cried the captain .
The men obeyed, all but the one who had no various settlem ents within a radius o a liundre d
miles, and expecte d to be joined by two other
horse.
.
compan ies before we got as far as here. If
But as his compan ions charged upon the foe,
you had not come along just as you did, it fa
he ran out and caught one of the Indian ponies.
There was no saddle upon "it, but this made more tnan, likely that -none of us would have
reached Fort Pierre alive."
no differen ce then, and he soon joined his fel"We are just as glad that we got here i:Q.
lows and assisted in making the rout, that was
time as you are," said Young Wild West. "We
in progres s.
The horsem en who had reached the scene , at all have strong reasons to fight and put Indians
such an opportu ne mo'!'lent plunged reckless ly out of the way. I have them to blame for murdering my father and mother when I was an ininto the thickes t of the fight.
"They · were under great disciplin e, too, for fant. I was not old enough to be able to tell my
own name when I was found by just such a comthey obeyed every comman d that came from the
lips of their leader, a striking ly handsom e young 'p any of cavalry men as you are. I was given the
name of Young Wild West, and I have always
fellow with flowing chestnu t hair.
The maneuv ers they made were really pleas- tried to live up to the name and am well satis•
ing to the sight, and Captain Banks could not fled with it."
"I have often heard you spoken of over at th&'
help nodding approvi ngly.
The Indians had now "turned tail too," to use fort and have listened to conside rable of your his- ·
the express ion, and after pursuin g them for half tory that has been told by our scouts. I have also
a mile the plainsm en came gallopin g over and heard ··a great deal about Cheyen ne Charlie .an
Jack Robede e; They both have come in for lots ·
joined .the trooper s.
As the sorrel stallion of the handsom e young of praise."
It was now the turn of Charlie and Jack to
leader came to a halt one of_ _the trooper s cried
make their bows, and they did so smiling ly.
out in great excitem ent:
Words of praise did them no harm, nor good,
"Why, captain , it is Young Wild West! No
wonder the Sioux were forceo to give up the either, for that matter.
Wild and the captain then held a consult ation·
fight!"
.
privatel y, and the result was that a few minute s
At this a cheer went up from the boys in b~ue, later
two compan ies of daring men joined to- ·.
for nearly every one of them had J:ieard of getherthe
and rode off to the northw est.
Young Wild West, who bore the nicknam es
Young Wild West seemed a little worried about:
"Prince of the Saddle, " "Champ ion· Deadsh ot of
wagon train that was on its way to Weston
the West," "Boss Town Boomer ," and several the
and when he had spoken to Captain Banks of his,
others of the same sort.
the captain had volunte ered to go with him •
"Thank you, gentlem en, for your kind rEJcep- fears
and escort the train into Weston . _
·
tion," said the boy-fo r boy he was, not yet being
He had been ordered out upon the prairie to do'II
out Qf his teens. "I am very glad that we were just
such work as that, and he felt in duty bound
able to get here in time."
,.
to help the brave band that had surely saved the l
At this Captain Banks. rode up to hill), and
lives of him and his.men .
putting out his hand, exclaim ed fervent ly:
·
Fortuna tely only two of the trooper s had been I
"Heave n }>less you, Young Wild W~st. No one wounde
d, _and these did not amount to.much more.
but you could have put that gang of_red :fiends than mere
scratche s.
.
,
to flight so quickly. I have often. heard o~ you,
But their loss in killed had been pretty heavy.
~d I assure you that there is no p_e rson living
The brurht Xll,YS of .the mornin g sun showed Ul411
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glimmer of th~ waters of the ' Bad River in the
distance.
A bunch of timber of several acres in extent
~ld be seen, too, and at the su&"gestion of Young
Wild West they beaded toward it.
· Neither-party had breakfasted ret, and the men
. .
were pretty hungry in conseque!lce.
They rode alo.ng at an easy gait, and the timber
was soon reached.
As luck would have it, a small herd of antelopes
was started, and four of them were down in very
short order.
The slain animals were promptly bled and
dressed, and the men gathered fagots and bu,i lt
.
_.
fires.
"The troopers had coffee, sugar and salt m their
knapsacks, and they were anxious to get some·
thing to eat.
Under such conditions they would not have
cared to eat meat that bad just been killed, but
it was different now. ·

·,:}:~:r ;:d:

' r 1·!

!11~i1"?'difference in the world.
· Old Sam Murdock did not seem to be satisfied
with the antelope steaks for bis breakfast.
.He alw,ays carried fishing ta_ckle in bi~ saddlebags as did a great many of bis compamons, and
· .,;as on the bank of the· river fishing while the
troop ers were starting the fires to make their
·
coffee and broil the freshly killed meat.
The old man bad succeeded in landing three fine
perch when Jack Robedee came down to the
water's edge and began to fish also;
There were lots of fish there, and they seemed
to be just hungry for the worms the two had dug
for bait.
The result was that in fifteen minutes they bad
made a wonderful catch.
Then others started in-those who were willing
a while for their breakfast.
to wait
Y oung Wild West and Captain Banks saw what
'Was going on, and they decided to be- among th e
ones to wait. ·
It was just an hour from the time that they
~ t into camp that they sat down to about as
good a breakfast as one could expect to get in
·
that part of the country.
Broiled perch, antelope steaks and coffee were
.
good enoug~.
- The only thing that was missing was the bread .
Yreakfast over, they concluded to take a rest
for an hour or twcf, and then strike out for the
trail the expected wagon train . would be apt · to
•
follow.
The time passed quickly _ynougb to tt:ie tired
troopers and -just as .the order hlld been gi_ven for
them to' get ready to mount, Cheyenne C?arlie,
who had been doing a little scouting on bis own
hook, came galloping into camp with the. newsthat he had sighted tbe ·wagon train off to ·tbe
.
,
.
.eouth.
"They are moving rather hvely,' said he. "It
strikes me that the Indians are after them.''
"Just as 1ikely as not," spoke up Wild. "The
·
two bands routed, most 'likely.''
y "We will start out and join them at once!" exclaimed Captain Banks. "To horse, men I"
Young Wild West's band was just as quick.at
mounting as, the troopers were, and the next mmate they were galloping over the prairie, with
~heyenne Charlie leading the wa:r,

15

CHAPTER III-Wild Gets Into Trouble.
The troopers . and Young Wild West and his
men went galloping over the pra1.rie with the
speed of the -wind.
In less than five minutes Cheyenne Charlie
pointed out the wagon train.
When he said that they appeared to be in a
•
hurry he was right.
There were about a dozen wagons in the train,
all of the schooner type, and the oxen hitched to
them were being forced at the top of their speed.
There were probably thirty men on horseback,
and these rode along behin(,i the wagons as though
·
to protect them.
And this was exactly what they were doing, for
about half a mile behind them a band of Indians
could be seen chasing them.
TbP. distance was so great that our friends could
just distinguish the redskins, and that was all.
'l'bey realized that they must put on more speed
if they wished to reach the train in time to pre-,
vent the Indiang_ from wiping it out.
"Forwa rd1 " cried Yeung Wild West.
"Forwa rd1 " echoed Captain Banks.
Then the race to reach the train bega_n.
The redskins had a good start, but it was prob-able that they would draw off when they saw our
friends coming to the rescue.
"It is the same lot we scattered this morning,"
said Wild. "There are over two hundred -of them,
and if they got at that train they would be certain to wipe it out. Once more I am on time, ca~
.
tain.''
"That is right," was the reply, and then the
hr-ave leader of the troopers nodded admiringly at
the perfect specimen of young manhood who was
riding at bis side.
Sixteen abreast, the men dashed toward the
b · h
w to
f
· b
·
h
urrymg tram, t e men rom es non t e rig t,
the troopers on the left.
The Indians were now getting dangerously near
their intended victims, and already shots were ·be·
ing exchanged.
As yet neither the trainmen nor the redskin&
had seen our friends. Wild could tell this by their
actions.
But in less than a minute later they did.
They could bear the cheer that went up from
.
. the emigrants.
The villainous redmen, instead of tµrning and
.
. fleeing, pressed forward all the faster.
They seemed bent on killing the innocent people vybo bad ventured to cross the. boundless waste
.
.
,
of land.
But th~ men in cba~ge of: the train proved to
,
. be good fighters.
They did not flee in wild disorder, but kept be; tween their treacherous foes and the wagons and
reiurned .the ·fire with inte.rest, -making .almost
.·
every shot count for something.
Young ·wild West-was still a long distance from
them; and Captain Banks was surprised when he
saw·bim raise his rifle to bis shoulder while riding
at full speed.
· As the report rang out the captain noticed that
one of the foremost Indians bit .t he dust.
'.'k,wondetj:ul shot,"· be thought. ''He must be
the fellow who sl\ot. the chief this mornine. Ah.
he -is going to fire again!"
··
This was true.
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Wild's rifle touched his shoulder again, and
when it spoke another Sioux went. to _the happy
hunting ground.
· Then Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart took a
hand in the game, and the leader of the troopers
was treated to some of the best rough-and-ready
·
shooting he had ever ~itnes'sed.
· The three had · forfed a little ahead of the
others, and they were picking the · Intlians off
.
·
. ·
right and _left.
Jack Robedee join~d in, too, and then Banks ord{!red, his best shpts to 'try 'th,efr, hands.
· The troo'pers did so, ibut they were not able to
make targets of the redskins like the rough-andready fellows from Weston.
Young Wild West kept on firing until the magazine of his rifle was empty, never missing a single
shot.
Then he loaded the weapon with amazing rapidity, and started in to shoot again.
They were' now getting close enough ·to make
.
every shqt tell, and everybody was firing.
But the redskins were very persistent, and 1t
was· -not till ' the rescuing party was within a
hundred yards of them that they turned and beat
a-: retreat,- firing as they went.
It was the ·second time they had been whip~ed
that morning1 and· as two· of their best fighting
chiefs ·had fallen; they -b ecame demoralized when
the fight got to close quarters ..
"Follow them up, boys, and don't spare one,
as long as· he shows fight!" cried Wild;
"Whoopee! ,W hoopee!" ·yelled Cheyenne Charlie, and his cry -was echoed by all the rest.
Then the troopers shot o:tf' to the left and
s:woope? af~er the fl~~in~ foe, firillg _their revol~
,·,
· vers ·w1th ·g;reat prec1s1011;
They chase'd the. redskins for about ·a mil<! before they left off, .and by that time nearly·-half
their number had -been wiped ·out.
It was a great victory for the whites, and when
they rode · ·back to . the, wagon train, they were
greeted by prolonged cheers. ,
"Heaven bless you!" cried a· grizzled old man
of seventy, rushing up to Young Wild West and
seizing him by both hands. "I never saw a man
fight like you· before, My attention was attracted
by you, and twice I _saw 'YOU bring down an Indian as lie was aiming to shoot at our wagons."
"Don't mention it, my dear sir," said Wild, in
his easy-going way. "It is.my business to pick off
the ones I consider the most da:qgerous, and I
generally do so when I have such a chance as I did
just now. I saw some of the red ·demons directing
their shots at the women and children, and I
thought they ought to be the first ones to bite the
·
dust."
"Well, you are only boy in years, but you aot
like a man as old as I am in experi:ence. What
might your name be, young man?"
"Young Wild West.'-'
"What! Young Wild West, the boss of Weston,
.
where we are bound?"
"Well, I hardly want to be called the boss of
Weston, but I am Young Wild West, though.''
' The wagon train had come to a halt, and as
Wild sat there in the saddle, a pretty, dark-eyed
girl of seventeen leaped from one of the wagons
and ran up to them.
She had overheard their conversation, and
seemed bound to become acquainted with the hand-some young horseman who was receiving, such

a

\

.

praise from the old man, who was no otht:r thaa
her grandfather.
"Let me thank you for your great service,
Young Wild West!" she exclaimed; and then she
acted as thought she would very much like to lea;
upon the back of his horse and faint in his arms.,
Of course Wild had to treat her politely.
He was not the sort to snub one, let alone a
yery pretty girl.
But at the same time there was only one girl
for him, arid that was pretty Arietta Murdock, the
p<>st-mistress at Weston and the granddaughter of
.
old Sam Mur dock, the frontiersman.
Wild had been unfortunate enough, if we may
use the term, to have other females to fall in love
w~th him since he had given his heart to Arietta.
.One had been a pretty Indian princess called
.
.
Tripping Fawn. ·
But she was dead now, having ended her existence by her own hand, after first having saved
·
.
.
his life.
He really felt sorry for Tripping Fa'WI).
And now here was another very pretty maiden
who had .fallen in .love with him, and that, too,
at first, 'sight.
Young Wild West was a keen student of human
·
nature.
The moment the girl ran out to him and ·
thanked him he realized that he was ·in trouble
again.
"I consider it my duty, mis&, to aid any one
whenever and wherever I can," was the reply he
made to her, and then he went on talking to the
'
old man.
. ~ut she did not want to haye it that way, it
.
seemed.
"Are.you going to ride to Weston 'with us?" she
'
.
. .
·
as;ked. ·
"Yes," he ·answered. "We heard about the train
being on its way to our town, so we set out to
meet it, having heard that the Sioux were on the
warpat~ ilgain. The ' cavalrymen are going with
.
.
us, too.
."I am so glad.''
·"Yes; I suppose you are. There are some nice-·
looking young men among the soldiers."
~'Oh,.I didn't niean that I was glll4 the soldiers
were ·going with us," and she put on a pout that
·
was meant to . be bewitching.
''Didn't you?" and Wild wheeled his horse
around and rode over to talk to Captain Banks- aiL
an·· excuse to get away from her.
The qld man followed him, apd they _found the
captain talking to the men who l;tad been in
charge of the train.
:r'he guide was Tige 'l'.arbox, an experienced.
Indian .fighter and woodsman.
His son ·a nd daughter-in-la-yr were in the train
with the r~st of the emigrants, braving the dangers of crossing the vast expanse of prairie ~
hunt for gold in the hills.
There· were a number of women, young and old,.in the train, but none of them was _a s pretty anct1
~aceful as Nellie Elton, the fair damsel who hadt
done her best to make an impression on Young,
:Wild West.
She was the acknowledged beauty of the train,.
and there was more than one young man among/
them who would have given almost anything to,
have her· smile upon him.
. But she had no eyes for any of them.
_ ;lV,ild. y,:as introduced to the men, and one oil-
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They did not know what had caused the disturbthem took occasion to say that the young prince
of the saddle was the first fellow the pride of the ance, but nearly all of them had heard the young
man using abusive language to Wild.
wagon train had seen fit to smile upon.
The blow our hero struck him staggered him,
"You kin consider yourself lucky," he said.
"Three or- four of us have been trying to court though it did not really hurt him any more than
.
to cause his nose to bleed.
er, but she won't have a thing to do with us."
"Boys," said Young Wild West, "this man has
"Thank you for the compliment, for I take it
that it is well meant," retorted .Wild. "But 1f I been fool enough to pick a fight with me because
am really the first young fellow the girl has one of the young ladies with you told him I was
the best-looking young man she ever saw. I adsmiled upon, I should consider myself unlucky, in' stead of lucky. . There is only one girl that I care vised him · to go away, -but he struck at me, so I
· had to slap him in the mouth."
to have the smiles of, ·a nd she is in Weston."
· The man, who was a . good-looking chap of · . "Howlin.' coyotes!" screamed the now thoroughly enraged man, whipping out his revolver. "l
~enty on1;i; seemed rather-pleased to hear this.
· It was more than evident ·that he wa:: a suitor Y\'ill,let·daylight through ·you for sayin' that!"
·
of the maiden's. ·
: There was nothinJ;? further to bother them just .
then, so the o;x:en were started in m0tion, and the
P.r~irie ·schooners resumed their journey ' to ·
•
·
· ·
.W eston.
· It was in the neighborh'tiod of sixty miles to the ·.
CHAPTER IV-The .Prairie on Fire.
hustling •little mining ·town in the hills, and· that
meant a full thre.e days' journey ahead of them. ·· · "Put µ.p your ,gun, Dolph!'' erred the grand."
··' Oxen ··a re slow, hut · sure, 'a nd 'twenty miles a , -fathftr of the girl who . was the cause of all the
,
.·· ,
. ·
day. over the _plains was considered good ti·aveling. trouble. ·
·. 'rhings· went.along smoothly the rest of the day, , : "I' won't. · rm goin' to · do· jest ·as I ·said-let
. '
and whe11 n-ight came they had- the good fortune · daylight through this measly skunk!"
to find a place tq ·camp _w h~re ~here was an abun- : . \\'ild was being called some very hard names,
and it W!lS. wonderful how he stood it all without
·
·
dance of·good :water.
Shortly after sunset, when things had been mlide dropping the fellow ,dead at hjs feet.
But instead of shooting, he .simply made a sud_ship-shape about the_ Cjlmp, . the young ·man who
had spoken .to Wild ab.o ut the girl smiling upon . den kick upward, and sent ,t he revolver flying
· from .the hand of Dolph, as he was called.
,
him calle'd. the hoy aside and said:
' "See here, Mr: )Vest, I've been talking to Nellie . ; Then, with a lightning-like leap, Wild caught
Elt~n, a:p.' she_ says_ you are . ther best-lookin' • hJm by the throat, and forced him back against
· ·.
younJt man she . ever seed. I told her you. had a • one of the wagons.
girl ov.er i~Weston, and-she s:-iys sh_e don!t believe · · "Now,,then, you poor fool 1 if you don't apologize
it. She told . me to com,e an ask you what tl\e '· for the names you have been calling me I'll
girl's name was, aft' 'if -you· didn't want to tell me strangle -you!" he cried: '
for ~e to tell you that I · didn't believe you had ' · '" I won't-," was the reply. "Xou can't ma-a-a-ke
me!"
·
·. · ·
'
any girl."
. The last was .said with a gurgle~ for the boy's
.This so~ of talk 'from. the ignorant fellow not .
only surprised Young Wild West, but 1t angered powerful fingers had tightened on the fellow's
tl:!-roat, and his breath was beginning to be cut
·
him just a little, as well: ·
. ·
·
·. · ·
He never liked to have any on~ bring Arietta · short.
. But Dolpl\ was mad with rage t:1-nd jeillousy,
·
·
into an argum~nt. · ~
: "See here, my friend,"· be said, speaking coolly, . ai:id he meant to kill Young Wild West if he could.
"if what you say is true, I don't lmow who is the . · As he felt his breath leaving him he made a
biggest fool, you or the girl. I would advise you mighty effort and succeeded in drawing his knife
·
to go on with your .courting, and keep me out of · from his belt.
He was about to plunge it into the body of his
·
.
·
it entirely." · ·
An angry flush came over the man's face, and opponent when he was .quickly tripped and sent ·
.
.. · ·
bis hand slipped toward the butt of his revolver. . in a heap to the ground.
. Som~ one ran forward and took the knife from ·
It was plain that he was madly jealous of Wild,
and all because the girl had said he was the best- his hand, and then Wild bent over his prostrate
·
form and said: ·
looking youni;! man she had ever seen.
' " Are you going to apologize?"
"I think you. lie if you say you have got a girl
''.Ye-e-es,'~ was the hesitating reply.
in Weston!" he exclaimed, loud enough for those
"Do so, then."
. ·
seated around ·to hear.
· "I'll take back everything I said, an' I hope
"Young man, you are a fool. Now please go
you'll excuse me."
a'1ay."
That would have _probably ended, the trouble it
'Don't you call me a fool!" was the quick reply,
and letting- go his hold ·upon the butt of the re- it had not been that Nellie Elton, the girl who
volver, the jealous man aimed a biow at Wild's had made all the disturbance, came upon the
.
scene just then.
·
head with his clenched fist.
"Ha, ha, ha!" she laughed, tantalizingly,
He expected surely to knock the boy sprawling,
"Dolph, you are nothing but a big ugly-looking
but he was dogmed to a bitter disappointment.
The blow was very cleverly dodged; and thel\ coward! The idea of letting a hoy handle you
the handsome young scout struck him across the around like that! I am astonished that he let
a thing as you are live. I don't want ycia te ever
face with the flat of his hand.
By this time more than a dozen men had gath- dare speak to me again!"
Wild looked at the girl and smiled. ,
·
ered about the combatants.
)
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He could hot help it.
That one was the man called Dolph, who wu
But the smile was not for the purpose of en- madly
in love with her.
couragi ng her.
He now felt that his last hope of winnin g her
It was her extreme audacit y that made him was
gone, and he was thirstin g for revenge .
smile, and it was really a smile of pity.
He did not do this because he though t the hand-Dolph got up and slunk away, mutteri ng some- some
young scout wanted her, but because he was
thing about "gittin' square, " and so on.
certain that she wanted him.
Wild noticed that his face was as black as a
Therefo re, Young Wild West was the barrier
thunder cloud.
stood in the. way.
"I'll have to watch him," he thought . "He's a that
did not know Young Wild West. He did
treache rous man ; he would stab me in the back in notDolph
know that when he stacked up against him he
the dark the first chance Jfe got."
in the game of his life.
The pert r,oung miss started up It rattling con::. was
His experie nce of that evening ou~ht to have
versatio n W1th Wild. When he started to walk been
sufficient to teach him someth mg, and iii
away, she followed him.
· have, beyond a doubt, if the girl had not
She began to talk flowers and books, and he was would
appeare d on the scene just as she did.
forced to listen to her.
Murder lurked deep in the heart of the jealous
She was not the ignoran t girl she had first
and he felt that he could never rest easy
seemed to be, and before our hero knew it he was man,
until he had slain the object of his jealous y.
very much interest ed in her.
reclined Qn his blanket , broodin g over what
Not from the standpo int of anythin g like love, he He
though t was his troubles , for several hours,
but simply because she was an entirely differen t .sleep
not offering to come to his eyes to give him. girl from any he had ever met. some relief.
·
For over l}n hour the two leaned against one of
"Come I It's one o'clock! " exclaim ed a voice.
the wagons in plain sight of the camper s and "You
go
on
guard now."
talked.
.
It was Tige Tarbox , the guide, who was talking
The girl told him all about herself ; how she had
to
him,
and
the man Quickly sprang to his feet.
been born in the great city of New York, and two
He had forgotte n an about the fact that he had
years before had started for the West to join her been
appoint
ed as one of the three who .were to
grandfa ther, and how a few months after reachwatch the last half of the night.·
ing the wild country her father had been killed stand
He
had
not had a bit of sleep, 1but that made no
by Indians .
difference. He knew in his present state of mincl
"I don't like the young men and boys I have he
could
not get ·to sleep, anyhow .
met out here," she said. "Young Wild West; you
So he took his rifle and walked to his station
are ih.e first one I have come in contact with who
withou
t a word.
,,
really seems to know anythin g. I like to have
The trooper s had camped a few yards f~om tha
you talk to me, and I hope to meet you often when
· emigra nts, and the band of Young West was close
we get in Weston and settle down."
to them.
Wild shrugge d his shoulde rs at this.
There were virtuall y three camps, and yet itt
He was thinkin g of the pretty post-mi stress,
could only be called one.
whom he knew was like most women --of a jealous
But each party had their awn guards on duty.
disposition.
" They all knew that it was extreme ly necessary;
But he said nothing , and a few minutes later
bade Nellie Elton good-ni ght with the excuse that 1or them to keep a sharp watch for danger.
In that wild country there was no telling what_
lle wanted to have a smoke 1oefore it was time to
might happen .
- turn in.
Dolph paced back and forth, busily trying to
The ~:rl was evident ly satisfied, and as she
of some plan by w.hich he might kill Young
made her way to the wagon she occupied with he;r think
Wild West, when sudden lra long streak of flame
mother she burst into a song.
across the prairie less than a quarter of
Her voice was really a fine one, and Young Wild shot updis~nt.
West and the rest simply listened in enraptu red a mile
The other guards had seen it, too, and the Cl"Jl
amazem ent.
the prairie grass was on fire rang out.
'fhe scouts and miners vtere not used to hearing that
Almost instantl y every one • in the camp was
auch fine singing as that.
aroused .
.
The men belongi ng to the emigra nt train said
There was a strong wind blowing straigh t tothat they had heard Miss Elton sing many times ward
and that meant that unless they goti
iuring their long jounrey , but never was there so out ofthem,
the way they were doomed.
much music in her voice as now.
"To horse!" shouted Captain Banks.
The girl did not cease till she had sung the
Young Wild West sprang to his horse wit&:
piece, which was a plaintiv e love song, all through , - great
quickne ss and mounte d.
and then there was a loud clappin g of hands.
"A brand from the fire--qu ick!" he shouted .
"That will do," came her voice from the wagon.
One of the men quickly handed hi.Ju one, and
"Some of these days I may sing before people who then
away he dashed from the other end of the
'Will not make fun of me."
camp.
"There is no one makin' fun of yer, gall" cried
On a line para11el with the swiftly approac hing
her grandfa ther.
"You ought to know better flame he rode, leaning
over and lighting the dried
than that. Why, they ain't a man here but what grass
a., he went.
'Will say you've got a voice like a canary. "
Cheyen ne Charlie was in the sa<Idle, too, and , ,.
"That is right," called out Young Wild West.
he called for &. fire brand.
There was Ofily one person in the entire camp
When he got it in his hand he started in •
who did not e1'IOJ' the ,song Nellie Elton sang to directio
n opposit e to that which Wild had tak~ 1
lgnitinj t the grass as he wen~ .

....
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That was their only hope, and if it had not
been for Wild such a thing would not have been
thought of until it was too late.
The streak of flame that Wild and Charlie
caused quickly rose high into the air and swept
over the prairie.
But his scorching fire was going from the
camp; the other wa,; coming toward it.
There was n :>t a •man, woman or child in camp
who could not see what Young Wild West had
started the fire on that side for.
They must take refuge on the hot and charred
ground in the wake of the roaring flames.
They must not mind their feet being burned a

little.
One minute later the camp was enveloped by a
cloud of smoke, and the scorching heat of the
approaching line of fire could be felt.
One who has never seen a prairie on fire can
scarcely imagine the awful spectacle.
The grass is very tall and grows thickly, and
when it becomes dry it will burn like tinder.
WitlYa moderate breeze blowing the flames will
n as high as thirty feet.
Nothing can eseape its fury if once overtaken
by it.
Herds of buffalo have been exterminated by its
ravages.
The beasts will run for the nearest water with
the instinct of self-preservation, but unless it is
pretty close at hand they never reach it.
Many human lives have been lost in prairie
fires, and all because they had not time to think
·
what to do.
To flee from the merciless flames is but folly
nine times out of ten.
The only sure way of saving one's life is to do
.ffllJ Young Wild West did.
Set the grass on fire ahead of ·you, and then
follow the flames until you are out of reach of
the fire behind you.
Even this may necessitate some severe burns
and cause much suffering from the dense smoke,
but that is better than being burned to a .crisp.
Young Wild West's men and the troopers were
fully possessed of their wits when they saw what
,was being done by the two brave scouts, and they
started right in to help the emigrants.
.T he wagons were dragged upon the charred
and smoking ground for a safe distance, the men
being forced to run to keep the heat from burning
it.heir feet.
Then the oxen were forced upon the burned
jllpot.

_ But the moment they felt -the warmth they became demoralized,, and in spite of anything they
could do, the terrified animals made a bolt off to

the right.
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Three minutes later they were engulfed in the
·
flames.
By the time the long line of flame reached the
spot where the camp had been there was a stretch
of almost a quarter of a mile of smoking ground
ahead of it.
There was one man who didn't leave the camp
with the rest, and that was the fellow called
Dolph.
Whether it was because he had his mind fixed
on the subject that was causing him so much worriment· and lost liis reasoning powers temporarily,
or whether he got so badly frightened that he lost
his way in the smoke, is not known; but, at any
rate, when he saw the scorching flames reaching
out for him, and realized that he was the only one
left in the camp, he uttered a cry of terror, and
with . the same instinct that a buffalo uses, he
made a dash for the trickling spring that had
furnished water for those who had been camped
there.
There was a big rock which protruded from the
ground about three feet, and from a crack in µiis
the water flowed.
There was a ;pool of a few inches in depth under
the trickling str~am, and Dolph had sense enough
to throw his blanket around him and lie down in
this.
His horse had gone with the rest, so it was the
only thing- he could think of doing, since he was
back of the line Wild and Charlie had started
their fire from when he fully i·ealized his danger.
The jealous man lay there for fully ten minutes, breathing with considerable difficulty, it is
true, but with the greatest of safety.
When he ventured to rise to his feet he saw
the dreadful blaze working its way far off to the
eastward in a semi-circle.
The smoke J!lade him cough and sputter and he
could not see for its density.
He cooled himself by a drink from the trickling
water and then sat down and waited-waited for
just what he did not know.
It finally got into his head that he had been the
only one to survive the fire.
He could see no one, and that was sufficient to
convince 'him that such was the fact.
He must have been sitting there for ten minutes
when suddenly he was awakened to his senses by
hearing the sounds of rapidly approaching hoofs.
Dolph looked UJ:> and beheld Young Wild West
galloping toward him.
CHAPTER V-Captured by the Sioux.
"What are doing here?" asked Wild, in 8111"•
prise, as he saw the man standing there.
Dolph, by way of an answer, dr!lw his revolveai
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with remarkable quickness and fired a shot at him again, ana he mentally vowed to make ihe
fiend suffer for trampling upon his face with hii,
the youn.s;r horseman's head.
Wild divined his intention, and was quick foot.
Wild was ··not sure that his warning cry hadenough to draw his head to one side, so the only
damage the bullet did was to cut a lock of hair been heard; but it m~de little difference whethe;
it had been or not, for in less than ten seconds
from his head.
"Drop that shooter!" commanded Wild, sternly, from the time he uttered it a fierce yell sounded,
as he covered Dolph's heart. "Drop it! or I will and then some -fierce sh oting began.
The Sioux had been re-enforced by another
end your exisience without ·any further delay."
He would. certainly have shot the foolish young band of more than two hundred, and they had set
man before this had it not been for the fact that the prairie on fire for the purpose of burning
he was a member of the band of emigrants, and them and then getting what plunder they could
that the whole trouble had been caused by a young find.
But as the attempt to burn the palef~es had
:ftl:rt of a girl who had not reached the age to
failed, they now meant to make them die by the
make her sensible of what she was doing.
bullet and the knife.
Dolph was a coward.
The reds were in large numbers now, and it
That was a sure thing.
He wanted to take the life of Wild, but he was was not long before Wild could tell that they
were causing his friends to retreat.
afraid of him just the same.
He could hear ·the regular volleys of the troopThe revolver dropped from his hand.
"Now, face about and walk in front of my ers, and each one sounded further , away.
In twenty minutes' time the shooting had alhorse!"
The man started to · obey, when something most ·entirely died out, and then more than three
whizzed through the air, and the next instant hundred Indians came galloping ba-ck over th°l>
charred ground and halted.
Wild was jerked from his saddkl, landing in a
heap upon the ground.
Wild could not a,,c;certain whether they brought
any prisont:rs with them or not. · ·
Before the coward knew what h-;;d happened, a
From their .talk he could understand that they
lasso encircled his body, and he, too, was pulled
going to cut up the meat from the dead qxen
were
•
ground.
struggling to the
· Then a dozen duslcy forms came bounding over and then strike out to the westward about twenty
mHes distant among the i ooth~lls, wliere
the still smoking ground and fell upon the two.
· · Young Wild )Vest saw that he had ·b een caught Sid\lx village had been formed within the last
:
by Indians,' so he gave 1:J. command to the sorrel, day or two.
This wa_s news to him, and showed that the
and away dashed ·his weil-trained· horse.
If he had fallen into the hands of the red Sioux were on the warpath.
But he 'imagined that the scouts in the employ
. fiends, he did not want'ltis·'horse· to.
the government forces must know it by this
of
Spitfire had been t)ie :rnean·e of saving his .life
and the troops would soon scatter the ll1tiµie,
there
an~
past;
the
in
occasion
one
than
on more
force them to come to peace terms. ·
and
dians'
no telling wliat"~e ~i.gh(d? before_this ~ing .
1
settle· it f6r· a · few niontlis."
would
This
••
was over.
, Th):'n a similar uprising would · occur, for the
The noose had caught Young Wild West about
the ·arms, and when it tightened -and pulled hnn res}men wer~ deterini:tied t):iat the palefaces should
from his · horse he was perfec\ly powerless' to .act. not •'encroacli upon their ._hun~ng grounds. •, . \
-in . cine 'way they: might have been . right in
Tbree or ·four. of .the Indians piied upon top of
him before the lariat slacken.e d a 'pa:iticle, and h~ thlnk1ng· this· way, as nature had given them the
'
vast' prairie~ a'nd broad forests.
with him for the present.
knew 1t was all
He was very quickly relieved of his weapons · 'When the white man came and built a town the
and securely bound, Dolph, the jealous coward, game would be driven further to the west, and
the red man was forced to follow.
·
being treated in the same manner.
But the Indians were but savages, and most
The Indians did their work with a great deal of
silence, so it struck Wild that he had better sound deceitful and treacherous ones at that.
··
Young Wild West had not been lying in the
the warning to his friends.
They black ashes of the burnt prairie grass very long
"Look out! · · The Sioux are upon us!
when two braves came and picked him up.
have got me!" he cried at the top of his voice.
· He was very roughly placed astride a pony aiad
One of the Indians slapped his moccasined foot
·over the boy's ll)Outh at this, but in the dim light his ·feet tied beneath the animal's belly.
The other pri~oner was treated in like manner,
made by the stars Wild saw his face: .
He would be sure t.o recognize him when 11.e met and then the band started off,
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Wild lmew there was no use ·in pleadi ng to be
She was a trifle older than Nellie, but not
)jet at liberty .
' nearly as ptetty . ,,,
: The r ed demons would have ·e njoyed -that only
Both girls were terrifi ed at being in the power
too well.
of'the Indian s; the oid one being aimos t in a state
~ · They admir ed grit in a person , even if it wa'
s .in of collapse.
a 'Paleface:
Wild felt 'm ore uneas y now tlian he had before
'Dolph must have realize d this, too, ·for he rehe
saw the three extra prison ers.
,naine d perfec tly q'u iet.
·
He felt that it would be a difficult job to get
But what he would do when the·critica l mome nt
away from t°!}e redski ns and save the girls, too.
a.me was anoth er thing.
But it mu.st be accomplished somehow.
It ·was safe to say that he would give way to
At noon they came to a piece of scragg y tim-.rrant cowardice-, and beg for his life.
And that was somet hing •th.at Young Wild berlan d, and finding water, the Sioux halted and
went into cnmp.
twe6t would not do.
They had been makin g good time since they left
He had· been in many situati ons as bad as the
the burnt distric t on the prairie , and by dark
llm.e· he was now in, and, thoug h it may
sound they expect ed to· reach the new village.
,,..
lltrang e, he never once thoug ht of such a thing as
Young Wild West unders tood their laugua ge
losing his life at the hands of the .India ns.
perfec tly well, and he heard a couple of chiefs
He thoug ht of living to get square with the talkin
g to that ·effect.
·
'.brave who had steppe d upon his fac,e when he lay
He also heard them say that the male prison ers
on the groun d bound and helpless.
with them were to be tortur ed in regula r Sioux
Still, he anyth ing but enjoye d the ride over the
style, and then burnt at the stake.
:,,,rilirie iri the darkn ess of the wanin g night.
This was not a very pleasa nt thing to listen to,
It was : a feelin g of great relief when· he drew
especi aliy as it was said in a boasti ng way for
breath of fresh air after leavin g the burnt dis-·
Wild to hear it.
itrict behind .
But he did not get alarme d.
The march · was kept up until daylig ht, and then
He knew what the red fiends would do to hint if
the Indian s pitche d 'th~ir camp right on the open they got the chance to go their
whole length .
prairi e.
Many of them knew him and feared him.
There was ·no water there, but they must have
That
Ileen anxiou s to get at the meat they had cut from benefi made them anxiou s to give him the full
t of the tortur es common among their tribes.
the oxen that had peris\ ed in the fire, as fires
As soon as the halt was made the prison ers
were starte d in a hurry from · the bundle s of' wer.e
taken from the horses and tied to a small
fa~ots they carrie d with them.
·· ·
· group of trees.
;Earge ·quant ities of the meat were · roaste d over
They
the coals and the odor that· came ·from it was not · scouts were now all · ·close togeth er, and the
exchan ged glance s.
pleasi ng enoug h to.,. Wild to sharpe n his appe;i te.
Cheyenne Charli e had not known that Young
'The Indian s ate raveno usly, finishi ng all the Wild
West was a captiv e until a few minut es be.
,neii.t they had broug ht with them.
fore, and the girls did not know it yet.
The two prison ers were not offere d· any of it, ·
"How did they-g et you, Charli e?" asked the
and as far as Wlid was concer ned, he would have
boy in a low tone of voice witho ut turnin g .his
,-efused it if it had been offered to him.
head.
-ire was not in the habit of eati ng meat th9rt had . Indian s do not like
'to have their captiv es talk:been killed in that° way.
ing togeth er, and this was why Wild proceeded
Dolph and he were kept right togeth er, · and it in
this manne r. ·
.is not till the redski ns starte d to resum e their
·"I was trying to Sf.Ve, the ·girl's life when I got
journ ey that they becam e aware of the' fact that
a glanci ng blaw from a t omahawk. That's all I
there were more prison ers. .
·
· know until I found mysel f tied on the back of
a
Two girls and a man were tied to horses the pony."
·
,same as they were, •b ut they were more
in the
Nellie Elton turned · and looked at tlie party
,:enter of the band, and could not be seen plainly .
Charli e was addres sing.
·
Wild was trying his best to make out who they
· Then she uttere d a cry of deligh t, which at11rei-t!, and pr·e sently he succeeded.
tracte d the attent ion of a numbe r of the braves
Then it was that ·he gave a start of surpri se• .
.etanding near. :
The man was Cheye nne Charli e.
"Youn g Wild West! '' she cried. "I am so glad
' · 'And one of the girls was Nellie Elton.
you are he:re I You won't let the lndian s kill J1N1i
The other one he did not know, as he had not will you?"
·
·
•
all who belonged to t.he train~
·
"Palef ace maide n · too much talk; shut upl"
~
'

·.
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grunted a :young chief, happenin g to be passing
just then.
.
Then he · made a grimace at Wild and added: .
"Young Wild West heap big 'brave, but he, no
eave paleface maid~. He di~ at stake. and m~ke
heap big fun for squaws and pappoos es!" ·
"You don't dare to burn him at· the stake!"
screame d the girl, going into a · frepzy at once.
·"Palefac e maiden want to be · Young Wild
West's squaw?" asked the · chief, looking at her
~th somethin g like a gaze of admirati on. "She
no be his squaw; she be Blue Buffalo's squaw." · ·
Then the brute · stepped up and delibera tely
slapped the helpless gir-1 on the"" cheek .
•Nellie screame d loudly with terror and disgust,
and the braves who witnesse d the act smiled ·in
their peculiar stolid fashion. ··
, Both Wild and Charlie in;stincti vely . strove to
break their bonds to get at the fiend. ·
' If either of them ha<f b'een free at that moment
the ·chief would have fared badly. · · ·
: How far the brutal redskin would have carried
his fun is hard to tel1, for at that moment the old
chief, who was the head of . 'the band, came up'
and -ordHed him to desist.
.
· ' ''
Then the two female captives were taken off
by themselv es.
The crowd disperse d from around the · three·
male captives and Wild and Charlie began to
converse again.
Our hero told him how he had been captured ,
and Charlie looked in disgust at Dolph, who sullenly hung his head.
"You are a nice one, to try and kill Young Wild
West, ain't you?" observed the scout in a tone of
disgust. "If we git out of this scrape, an' you
ever try any such thing on me, I'll show you how
quick I'll let daylight through your cowardly
heart!"
•
' .
'
· "Mebbe I'll give you a chance to do it, i;f you
are quick enough, so look out!' ·
·
·
·
Dolph said no more. He simply hu:T!g his head ,
and appeared indiffere nt.
The girl wh·o had brought so much trouble on
him was a prisoner as well as himself, and if she
was fo die, he wanted to go the saipe way, for then.
he figured that she would be his bride in death,
if not in life. · ' '
·
· ·
·
. Love had changed the mans whole nature, and
be was past reclaimi ng now.
After the Indians had cooked ·and eathen their
dinner they brought some dried buffalo meat and
water to their prisoner s:
'
Wild and Charlie partook of this readily, __but
Dolph _a~d . the girls . merely- dr:atik. some of the
•!!Jer.
·
Tl!e two ;scouts . wailt~d ~ kee:p .• up thei_r.
•,

---
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st~ength , i -~~d buffalo meat was a pretty good
diet fo:i:: that.
In an hour from the time they had come to
halt the Sioux were ready to move ag~in.
· The captives were tied .upon the ponies, as before," anci the timber left behind.
.
The autumn sun poured down upon the heads
of the prisoner s, but neither Wild nor Charlie
. made the least complain t.
The handsom e sombrer os they had worn at the
time of their capture were now on the heads of
the old chief, whose name was Crawlin g Snake,
and the young chief, Blue Buffalo.

a
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It was Blue Buffalo who wore Young Wild
West's hat.
.
· He had it stuck full of gaudy feathers , and appeared to be very proud of it.
·
·
He was the fiend who had thrust his moccasin ed
foot upon our hero's mouth when he had shouted
the W'al'ning to his friends. after being captured .
Wild made up his mind that he would not live
very long to wear the ·hat.
He meant to cut short the chief's life the
moment he got the opportun ity.
· But he was in a ·bad way to do anything like
that just now.
He was to be burned at the stake.
' ·A nd if that terrible thin~ took place, how could
he expect to kill Blue ·Buffalo ?
· It had not happene d yet, however , and that
was the hope · that Wihl was living on.
, Not being handicap ped by any squaws or p~ppooses, the Indians kept up their journey at a
smart canter.
The hours wore on, and· still the tough mustangs kept going.
Just before sunset the Indian village came in
~~L

.

.

It was located beside a good-siz ed mountai n
stream and tall bluffs reared ·themsel ves on three

sides of it.
It was an admirab le place for a strongho ld,
since boulders and big rocks were scattered about
plentiful ly, making fine places for the redskins ~o
seek cover in case of an attack.
With plenty of ammuni tion :they would be able.
to hold the place for days, unless the whites ca~e
in such large forces that they could ~warm :r;ight·
in µpon them .and engage them hand-to hand.
Qld Crawlin g Sna"k:e was. a Yery apt pupil, of.
Sitt1ng Bull, and he used good judgplen t in sel~b-"'
ing such a spot for the tempora ry vill~ge.
. .,
,'l'he ~iou:x: _hap dei;ided to act_.oti th~ ~ggre~ '"
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now, and hence their coming to the hiding:places
in the hills.
As they rode into the village Young Wild West
took a good look around and decided that th~;~
must be in the neighborhood of eight hundi:ed
·
·
braves in it.
' The squaws, pappooses and old men were plen-:tiful, too, and the dogs were there in countless
numbers.
An Indian village without a whole lot of dogs
would hardly be the real thing.
The barking of the army of canines, the guttural conversation of the bucks and braves and the
discordant cries of the squaws and children made
a din that was sufficient to make stouter_hearts
than those possessed by the captives quail.
Some ~f the bucks in the returning band had
just been on the war-path for the first time, and
these set up a ·sort of triumphant cha!}t as they
.
proudly into the. village.
, Those who had scalps dangling at their belts
received ovations from the old men _and squaws'.
. The captives were marched to a square in tp.e
center of the village.
W.ild, Charlie and Dolph were secure~~ J:>oU:nd
to trees, and Nellie Elton anQ. the other- girl were
escorted to a tepee not far distant.
Young Wild West took particular notice of the
particular tepee, too.
. In case of such a thing as escape, he wanted to
know, because he felt that he could. not g~ away
from the Indian village and leave the girls to
such a horrible fate as was surely in store for
.
them.
Already the y~ung chief, Blue Buffalo, had ex:pressed himself as wanting Nellie for his squaw.
And with the consent of Crawling Snake .he
.
would ·surely take .her as such.
.And some other ugly looking Sioux would take
.
the other girl.·
As soon as the. three had been tied to a tree in
open · view of the entire population, Crawling .
Snake gave the word, and the squaws and pappooses came forward and threw sticks and stones
at them. The fe1low Dolph_bega_n to _expo~tulate
and plead, buL Wild and Charlie rem~ined ~
stoical as though they had been indian .braves. · ·
.· Tliey would'not give the ·savage people the sati_s -_
faction of. letting ·them see ,t hat they mindeq. the
taunts and blows in the least.
' They were wise in acting this way; for it was
Ji.ot long· before tlieir ·tormentors quit them and·
rned their full · attention to Dolph, who was
yelling defiance at· them in -the hopes of-making
·
them desist.
! They- threw 'stones and sticks· at hiin ·until he
,ras turning black and blue in many spots, , and
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the blood trickled from many places on ~his face
·
where the skin ):uid been broken.
It was great fun for the young element of the
Indian village.
. T.h eir instincts were nothi~J? if not barbaric and
cruel, and it was not until thej.r victim had fainted
from 'pain and exhaustion .that they ceased their
.
horrible sport.
And all this time Young Wild West had re··
mained perfectly silent.
He Ehowed not the least sign in taking any interest in what. was going . on, and never once
lo.oked at the victim by their side:
If they had shown the least concern for him
they would surely have been treated to the same
dose, whereas they had really gotten off pretty
'
easily.
Dar'!rness was now rapidly gathering, and Wild
began to grow just a little bit uneasy.
-H e had been in hopes that they would run
across a troop of cavalry on the way to the ,village, since Captain Banks had informed him there
were several companies out scouring the prairies.
But as they had not, he felt his friends and Captain Banks and -his men would surely follow the
Indians and strive to. .devise some .means. of rescuing the captives.That seemed to be the only hope ,now, but Wild
felt that it was a good one to rest upon.
He knew that Jack Robedee, Lively Rick aml
the rest would not -rest as long as he and Charlie
were among the missing.
· ·T hey knew th.at the Indians had taken Cheyenne
Charlie a prisoner, if they did not really know
·
what had become· of Wild.
That would be sufficient to urge them to do
their utmost.
If they could not defeat the Sioux in a hand-tohand fight they might. be able to do it by strategy.
The boy knew that his friends wou).d be sure to
work· on the : lines he himself always followed in
s~ch cases as the present.
That meant that some_one'would try to get into
the village and reacn the spot where . they were
helplessly · bound · without · the knowledge of the
·
Indians. ··
. A~ impossible . thhlg to do, the reader ,might
say, and to an inexperienced man it certainly
,·
·
·
would be.
· But Jim Dart was a scout well up to Indian
craft, and so was Jack Robedee.
Those two would be capable of accomplishing
what others would not dream of undertaking. ·
Fires had been lighted all over the village, and
the scene was ·a picturesgue one, to say the least.
- The braves and bucks were busy eatinK food.
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'but when that was over, our friends· knew pretty
near what would happen.
After a lot of toi:ture in various ways they

would be placed at the stake to be burned alive.
True, if it came to that point, there would not

be much life left in them.
They ·would be cut and hacked' by knives and
to~awks first.
At least, that was the way. the various ,tribes
wrually proceeded.
,._. .
. But now and then they,would take a •man.whom
they -deemed exceptionally. brave and r-o ast him at
Ute stake before a slow fire, omitting the .preliminaries. .
· The. feast of dog-meat, which had -.been gotten
np purposely for the returned victorious . sc~lpbunters, was s.oo:i,i over. · ·
Then the big fire in the center of the village
was replenished with wood;. and a war-oanee was
indulged in,
;
- -J)olph _had recovered from his faintipg spell and
was moaning piteously-. for ,.w ater.
-· · "If you had only kept still- and · been ·cool, like
we was, you ·wouldn't be in .such ·a ·state -as you
are now in,'1 said Cheyenne Charlie. .. .
"Oh! ' Oh!'.' , groaned the- wretch, · 11 D0 you. think
they are goin' to kill us?"
"That's ·a sure thing, if :they are left · to llave
their own way."
.
"Mebhe they are ·only tryin' to .·scare us."·,
· '!Well, 'i f it will do you any good you kin think
that way."
The truth of it was that Charlie was very un:-:.
~y, 'but.he ·wo;uld not let the·cowar~ _know it. .,
.Addressing Wild, he .said:
"Pretty desperate, ain•1;.'it
· "Yes," was the reply.
,
.
"Don't see ·much show of gibt,in' out of·.it, do
you?"
·. "I haven't given up; not by any means! What do
you suppose Jim and Jack and the r~st are doing
all this time ? " ·"That's so. But I must say that it looks mighty
bad for us."
"I won't deny that." .·
"We both have.been-placed in similar situations,
but I don't thinli either one of us ever had half
110 many ~edskins around us as there are here."
"No· but "we have had · enough to- make it look
~ that w~'re g~ners; and, then, we have got
away, just the same."
· ·
"Wild," said Charlie, earnestly. "I wish I was
like you."
"Well, why don't you' be?" ·
"l can't. You are always looking on the bright
aide; and' l can't do. that, somehow."
"Well. it -is the , best way to get through this
Whether you are about to be :roasted alive

n· .

•-ld.

b.y a lot of Sioux Indians, or ·whethel' you haV4
just picked -up a button from a soldier's uniform.always look at the bright side."
--..
. There was a sense of humor in Young Willi. ;:.
West which generally showed itself ·mol'e p:ronounced in times of extreme danger than at a.DY,
other time.
Cheyenne Charlie smiled in spite of himself.
He did not feel like smiling, to be sure, but ·if
had tq come .
The bucks finished their war-oance, after whica
Crawling Snake, the big chief, came forward wit&:
a stake that was sharpened -at..one end.
He stuck the point in the ground, and a couple
of words from him brought forward· two strap-ping young bucks, who began driving .t he stake
into the ground with big wooden mauls. ·
Our friends knew ·-what that meant.
Wild listened attentively-to what the .big chief
was saying to Blue Buffalo and some of the-minor.
chiefs.
~
He soon learned that the Indians proposed w
burn one at ~- tim~..
.
· After that was over, Blue Buffalo was to be wed
to the beautiful paleface girl, and another. fellow
·named Slowfoot was to take the ugly-faced palerface maiden for his squaw.
Then a geller·a1 jollification would be held 'till
sunrise.· · · - -,
It was quite · an elaborate · program I
When the stake had been driven firmly into· th•
ground, Crawling, Snake pointe'd. out the- fellow,
Dol-1>:h as the first one -to be -burned.
A .couple of .-braves-untied the ropes that bound
him to the tree,- and the -w-retch was dragged ',1the stake, ·screaming and ·begging for mercy•.
But 'there -w as , no mercy to be expected frma--,these .-heartiess :savages.
'
The screams and cries · of ,. the terrified · inu
we1·e like music to their- ears.
_ · He was soon bound to the stake in an uprigh.11 '
position.
Then heaps of fagots '. we:re brought and ·placed.
around him, the squaws and old men singing a
sort ,of chant ·meanwhile. ··
Soon the fagots :were breast ' high.
Then Crawling Snake stepped forward, a b:r:a..
ing stick in his· hand. 1•
He touched it to the heap of brushwood, whicl&
was as d:ry as tinder, and a - burst. of flame flew,
upward.
But the man whose love for pretty Nellie .Elton
had resulted in making him a would-be mur~
was not destined to be burned alive.
'
With a cry of mortal fear, he threw his head
back.
·
l
Then it pitched forward on his breast, andillil

:ww. dead.
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He had died from sheer fright .
But Cheye nne Charl ie and two of the young
It was not until the cruel flame s readie d the
ladies belon ging to the wago n train had been
iiesh o'f the victim that the yellin g fiends danci
ng
taken prison ers.
about the fire realiz ed that he was dead.
Jack Robedee had seen Charl ie knocked frem
This did not suit them, as they wante d to hear
his horse in the dim light, but he could not get
to
him scream and beg for mercy .
him to rende r the least assist ance.
Wild and Charl ie knew the man had died the
He saw him carrie d away, along with the two
mome nt they saw his chin fall upon his breast
. .
g-irls, and he shot down two of the Indian s who
.·It was then that they bree;lthed a simul taneo
us were taking part in the act . .
sigh of relief.
And then he was forced to flee with the rest.
It would ha.ve ·done a whole-Jot ..towar d i:mnerv.
The party rode off to the right as soon as the
ing theJil if.. they bad been compelled- to·. see ·
the Sioux ceased to pursu e them, and when
they got
unluc ky wretc h roaste d alive:
.
- off the bu]'rit distti: et they·c ame to a halt ·to
learn
· The thoug ht· of this · made Youri g· Wild· West'
s th~ir casua lties.
&sh. creep :more . than : it did .when he .thoug ht
of '
The women had .he~n . starte d:. off first- all exhis own fate.
•
cept the two who-we:re -captu red, ~nd hence they
.
The fire -burned ori, and· soon .there was nothin
g made good their ~s;cape.
but ·burn~ d, charr ed body Je"ft.
· Tige Tarbo x, the guide , had paid strict attent Then . the·. India n·s scatte red
, the brand s and tion · to . thein, ·· :
n,.Jlde->ready , for. ·the next :v.i<;tim. . .
He had mana ged to catch three .riderl ess ponies
,
Wate r was poure d on the stake, · w,hich : h~d
; and. t~es_e .m_ade .moun ts .for t~ree of the wome
n. · .
ciuigh t .on· fire and was· still' burni ng a.Jittl e. :
< •
., The:;e. wi~ the -extra
horse s belon gjng to the
·r The chiefs and medic ine man of the villag e held
~ train, madE! enoug h for every one.-a' snort consu ltation , ·a nd th.en ~Blue "Buffa
.lo and · , The ·moth er and· grand mothe r of
Ole two g;.rJs
two strapp ing brave s steppe d up and procee ded
"to .: who ,were , los.t were grief- strick en, of.
course , but
untie the- bonds that held,.Young Wild-Wesn o
the they ·were told ti1at the,ln dians would not
bE! apt
tree.
·
·
·
·
to harm the femal e prison ers they took, and ~ey
- , He was .to be the next victim .
r.
were 'quiet ed a · little.
But he d.id not so much "as flincn.
, The three who .had been killed consis ted ·of one
_·It was· uselcs~ for him to try to break . away.
of t~e ..troope rs .~nd t~o of 1the men belon ging
His · hands -were tied tightly : behin d .him, and .t
to
he . the· wago n train. . _
· redskins stood aroun d him twent y deep . .,
The-m issing were . Y~>Ung Wild West, Cheye nne
: "Do your worst , you red fiends !" he criea.
"I · Charl ie, the fell9w name d Dolph, and
the two
ean die but once, and if I do die you will find
that_ girls, Nellie Elton and Marth a Goff.
I.will 4-o ip gam~ ly. Blue_Bu~a lo is a cowar !l.
· .,I - It was soon· decided that Jim Dart and
Jack
~Id whip ~1iyµ with both my hands tied."
.
Robedee ,shoul d go out on a -s cout and try and
, This ,re!}lark _ did not have the effect W.i
ld learn what had become of these fiv~.
thoug ht it would , for tpe India ns very quick
ly .
The two were very mµch worri ed about Wild
-.Oun d him to the- stake, · and t_h en piJirrg, up
the and Charl ie, for it was possib le that
they had
fagot s, !let. fire _to them.
been kiUed .
. Four men were put on picke t duty, one in each
direct ion a hundr ed yards from the tempo rary
camp, and then Jim and Jack set out on their mis: . Cl;{APTER .:VII- A Darin g Unde rtakin g.
si.on. ,
.
They were gone a trifle .over half an hour, and
The attack upon the troop ers and the men fr.om
when they came back they were able to give
;weston was entire ly unexp ected. . ,
a
repor t that showe d how good they had attend ed
While they believ ed that the prairi e had been
to
fired by the Indian s, they had no idea that the red busine ss.
"The ' Sioux have got Youn g Wild West, Cheyfiends would make an attack upon them before
enne Charl ie, the feUow ·wild had the troubl e with.
the groun d had cooled off.
The Sioux rushe d upon them in overw helmi ng and the two girls prison ers," said Jim. "They are
- on the march headi ng west. It was
quite a job
numb ers, and the brave men .were f.qrced to
;e. to find out what we have, _but we
stuck to it till
treat.we did. There was not the ghost of a chanc e
for
They put up a stubb orn fight, thoug h, and many
us to do anyth ing towar d the releas e of the prisLf 'lhe foe bit the dust.
one·r s, or even let them know that we saw them.
They were indee d very lucky , for they got away
T.he only thing for us to do is to follow them
up
Jrith only three killed.
1md try and get them away from the redsk ins
b7

a
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strategy. We could never hope. to defeat them,
for they outnumber us four or five to one."
"That's right," chimed in Jack. "We could see
them, but couldn't do a thing for 'em."
"How were they bearing up?" asked Captain
Banks.
"Ther gals an' ther jealous lover was takin' it
purty hard," answered Robedee. "Wild an' Charlie acted about ther same as though they was on
their way to a picnic."
"Neither of them would give the' Indians the
('.hance to see that they were afraid," said Jim.
"Th;y are not made of that kind of material.
Youn11: Wild West would not flinch if he knew he
was goi11g to be killed the next instant."
"That's right," chimed in the men from Weston.
"The Sioux certainly mean to kill them sooner
or later, so the quicker we do something toward
rescuing them the better it will be," said the captain of the troopers.
"We will follow them up," exclaimed Jim. "They
have gone in the direction of Weston, so we will
not lose any time by it."-.
This was decided upon as the pl'/Oper thing to
do, so they set out at once, the men belonging to
t.he wagon train abandoning what was left of the.
goods brought with them.
They well knew that the redskins had taken
everything of value and destroyed the rest, so
what was the use of goin11: back to the wagons?
The line of burning grass was now so far in the
distance that but a faint streak could ibe seen.
In a little while it would reach the b·a nk of Bad
River, and then it would be over.
Those of the living creatures that had been fleet
enough of foot would find salvation in the water,
but they would be few compared to the number
that had already perished.
With Jim and Jack as SCO}ltS in advance of
them, the party followed the Indiim trail.
Just before daybreak they moved off toward the
river, so the red fiends-might not be able to learn
that they were being followed.
Luck was with' them, it seemed, for they struck
timber just as dawn came, and ther went at once
into camp.
·
Lively Rick climbed one of the tallest trees an~
very soon located the camp of the S~owc a trifle
Dver a mile away.
He reported this fact, and all hands were satis- ,
lled at the progress they had made.
They waited in camp till the Indians had been
tn the move some fifteen minutes, and then they
JOt in motion, following the plain trail with the
sreatest of ease.
·
The utmost caution had to be practiced now,
llince theY. could not tell but that the redskins

would send a scout .back to learn if they were b&ing followed or not.
·
If they did find it out without our friends knowing it, they could easily •form an ambush and ven11
their spite in full upon the palefaces.
But Jim Dart and Jack Robedee were by far
too well posted in Indian tactics to allow anything
like this to occur.
They rode along half a mile ahead of the party,
one of them riding back at intervals to report
and advise the pace that was to be kept.
When they went into camp at noon they were
about two miles behind the Sioux.
They were all pretty well tired out, especially
the troopers, who had rested but little in the paati
fifty-two hours.
•
But the weary march must be kept ~p.
Necessity demanded it.
As the afternoon waned and the sun got dawn
close to the horizon, Jack and Jim came riding
back to the party.
"The Indian village is only four miles · distant,"
Dart said. "We must now change our course to
the north and work around it. We have no time
to lose."
As tired as they were, they put on an extra
burst of speed and rode for three miles, until4 ,
they were among the scraggy oaks and pines that ~
grew so thickly in the foothills.
Then they proceeded due west again, going up a
slight gr3ide all the while.
Half an hour later they halted upon a level
spot that was admirably adapted for a camping
ground.
Jim Dart called Captain Banks and Tige Tarbox, the guide, to the edge of the bluff and pointed
to a number of brightly burning fires below them
half a mile to the south.
''There is where the Siowc are," said he. "They. '
have established a regular village there. Look at
them! There seems to be over a thousand of
them."
"That's right," answered the captain, and h~
shrugged his shoulders as though· he thought it
was impossible to do anything for the captives
now.
But Jim did not act as though he thought tha1i
way.
On the contrary, he seemed elated.
"There are five prisoners there, and five of us
will p;o to the rescue," he observed, as_ calmly as
though he was making arrangement s to go on a
hunting trip.
"Yes?" replied Banks, looking ;1t the boy in
surprise.
"I want to select those who. will go," went on
Jim. "I suppose there will be no objection to mY,
doings~-
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"Certainly not; at least, not on my part."
"Very well, then. Jack Robedee, Lively Rick,
Sam Murdock, Dove-Eye Dave and niyself will be
the ones to go.''
The four men stepped to his side with one aecord.
They were all brave, trusty men, and he knew
them thoroughly. ·
,
That was why Jim selected them to go 'Witt.
him.
"Are you ready, boys?"
"We are,'' came the' unanimous reply.
"All right, then. Leave your rifles behind. We
have got to get into that village, and the only
way for us to get there is to play that we are Indians. Get some o.f that red and blue clay and
paint up now. We will get the rest of the dis-·
guises }lretty soon."
This talk was mystifying to some of them, but a
few understood what Jim meant, though.
The rest of the articles to make their disguises
complete meant that five Indians would have to be
sent to the happy ·hunting grounds first.
It was very easy to talk about, but how would
it be done?
Time alone would tell, and that time was going
to be very short, too.
"I suppose your hunting-knives have got good
points on them?" remarked Jim
he led the way
through the darkness down the gentle slope.
He received a reply in the affirmative, and then
the trip was continued in silence.
It did not take them very long to reach a point
that overlooked the village.
Less than forty feet would bring them to it at
a point distant about thirty yatds from the nearest tepees.
They could see almost eve:i:ything that was taking place in the village; they could even discern
three figures bound to trees, though they could not
distinguish who they were in the uncertain light.
Jim looked around carefully and soon found a
tree, the limbs of which branched over the ledge
they were crouching upon.
"Here is the way to get down," he whispered.
"It could not have been better if it had been made
to order for us."
His companions nodded assent, and then they
followed him, one at a time, down the tree.
As they all reached the ground in safety the
frantic screams of a terrified man came to their
ears.
"That's ther feller what tried to kill Wild," said
Lively Rick. "I know his voice all right. They
must be goin' to put ther finis~in' touches on him."
"They are tying him to a stake!" exclaimed Jim,
as he rose and took a good look. "They are going
to burn him alive, Boys, we must hurry.»

as

l'l

Jim now 11tarted to.crawl for the nearest teJMl8il
his four companions :following him, one after th•
other.
. It was very dark there, since the fires were ht
the central part of the village.
That gave our five daring friends an excellenfi
chance.
The Sioux had plenty of guards stationed abou\
but none in that vicinity.
.
Probably it never occurred to them that ~
enemies might descend upon them from the rockJ.
bluff above.
Jim and his companions were upon a desperate
undertaking,_and they were ready to undertake all
sorts of risks in order to save the lives of YollDg
.Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie.
The tepee was reached in short order.
Jim listened, but could hear nothing that wouhl
indicate that there was any one inside.
Then with _a quick but noiseless movement h•
cut a long slit in the skin that formed a portiClll
of the tepee.
•
He'knew there was no time to lose, and ~at waa
why he moved quickly.
The entrance to the tepee faced the center of
the village where the fires were burning, and u
Jim peered into the slit he had made he saw thafl
it was empty.
"All right," he .whispered to his friends; "sta7
right here till I come out.''
Then he crowded into the opening and disappeared, his companions waiting anxiously for him.
· The bov was inside the tepee probably three
minutes, and then he began thrusting out blanketa
and Indian toggery by the armful.
Our friends had already smeared the clay on:
their faces, so th~y knew what to do with the
things without being told.
When Jim crawled through some of them had
already. been transformed into Indians, as far as
their general appearance went.
"Now, t:tien," said Jim, "the most dangerous
patt is coming. We must walk off. in different di".rections and meet at the place where Wild and
Charlie are. And remember, we must act as
Sioux braves all the time. We must not forget
the part we are playing, not for an instant. Jus11
how the rescue will be made I do not know, but I
feel sure that we will succeed, just the same.''
Every man understood.
They knew that they were taking their lives in
their hands when they started off in the darkness,
each taking a different direction. ·
Just then a series of yells went up from the
crowd of bucks and braves gathered around the
prisoners, and they began dancing about madly.
Jim Dart knew that somethina- extremdiaa.Q
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was about to take place, and he stalked boldly into

face brave and Blue Buffalo will fight with their
heads!'; exclaimed the old fellow.
The revolver in the hand of Crawling Snake
cracked, and then as quick as a flash Wild darted
forward and butted the young chief in the stomach.
CHAPTER VIII.-The Escape.
Blue Buffalo dropped to the ground with a
As the fire was touched ½o the. fagots Young gasp, doubled up like a jack-knife.
The fellow was terribly enraged at having been
'.W ild West thought for the first time that his
knocked down so easily by his foe, and he strug- .
chances of not dying were a thousand to one.
·. Up rese the .destroying flames as though eager gled fiercely to get.his hands free.·
Much to the s11rprise· of the old chief and Wild,
,. •
:to lick his quivering flesh.
<"
.' ~
· '1.'here ·Was :onJy one-way· to prolong his exist- he -di(\ ·s}ip his bonds.
eilce upon :earth, -and .that ·was ' for him 'to tatint r ·_This made Wjld •give · a tug, at :his, and when ~e ·
BJ11e ,Butfalp_into· .fighting.Itim before the :roasting : su"~td~nly f PUl\d. his . hands free also '-it l!>Olced · as ·
· .. : . · ·' · t~ough_ it had :b'een a put-lip -job o'n the· pair ~f .
• - .
··
took place.
i: • - ,
Ttie Indians were dancing around the .fire, ·-mid · tht.W-• : :, :
·· Blue Buffalo made a leap fuwaYd·, one of. · h·ia :
with.ueligltt: _'. · :. · : ~.- ~.: : ··:.; , ;.; : ... : _;: = :~.
"Blue Buffalo· i.:1 a •cowai;dl!' called out, W.i.ld 'in : fr-iends.-to ··grab" a knife, ·but Young Wild -West
·
· , ·.. ·
·
a_lo~d tone_tllllt irQplie4 tha_t Jie· w!UJ-as co,ol-!ls'_lin , was too quick for him.
i~~rg -a~ that _v!?rx.-~opie:g.t, · ,-; _ · -.,,; _:: :-- , ;; He shot"outhis ·.left and right .in rapid succes,
• Old Crawling -S~ake looked at the bpy w\1.o w:a~ , ·sion ~ and knocked t.he red villain fiat ·upon his .
· ,· .
.
. , .
~ing : bu~~ed- :1-t th~. s~a~e, and s~w. nothing Qut · b~ck.
· Then \he ·w11:s treated· to another surj>ris!!; f9r .
:";· · ;
fearlessness on his f~~tures.. · : , :
• Tl;ien he suddenly seized ~ SJ>E:~r~hke pole fr~m . a r~volver was_suddenly thrus~ _into his hand by ·
·
•
one of the braves, and springing forward, scat- . a: orave standing· near him. ·
. He cast a hasty glance. toward the tree fo a ·
- .
tered the b1:1rninl!': fa~ots right and left.
- "Paleface boy heap qig brave!" h~ cried. "He _ sight' of Cheyenne Charlie but the'-scout wa8 r ·o
n
.
'
:rpust .n9t. die- yet. ~e will fight .Blue. Buffalo with longer' there.
:f!is ha~ds tie~ behind hi~, . and ~h~n die at the . . Then a sudden howl of rage went up from the
·
Indians. · , . · - ·
. .
.
,take. Crawhng Snake has spoken.
·eed
'th th
· ·
Ch ·r
Ch
· - Cheyenne Charlie, whpse heart had been in his
? sp .
a! ie was runmng WI
: eyen,ne
,
throat, breathed a sigh of relief.
· ld · of tb.e wmd toward a bluff on the opposite side
· t··
t Id li1i th ·t th . te
th'
S
· ·
·
1m a . e m rrup 10n_wou .. of the village
ome mg o
. · ·
~ · .
be the means of saving- both their lives.
_
His hands were still tied behind hlm, but the · . B_u~ that wa_s_n~t ~11.
Wi th him were the ·two girl captives.
t'li.ie£°was not ·aware that one of-the strokes of his
. As WiJ~ caught sight-of the fleeing ·three hi•
blade had severed ·one of the cords:
.- -.
.
heart gave a bound.'
Neither was Wild aware of it ·ju.st-then. .
Help had come Just m the ruck of time.
A wave · of Crawling Snake's hand caused the
Indians to fall back until. there was a large""empty . . '.fhe Indians seemed to forget all about hini just .
!J;l:en, an~ . with their fiendish y~lls they ,,1;ar~d
space before the tµ,e. .
m pursuit. .
it.
of
ce.nter.
the
toward
, Then Wild was pushed
. Blue Buffalo leaped forward, · knife in ·h and, · ~.Suddenly a blanket was thrown over his sh~ulevidently with the intention of slashing the young- ders, and the voice· of his friend Jim Dart whis.
pered in his ear:
paleface to his heart's desire.
·· "R~ in the sam~ Mrection, Wild, and take a
·But the old chief seized him and pulled him
.. short ~ut t~ that big tree over there. Act aa
back.
.- "Blue Buffalo must fight the boy with his hands tnough you were in pursuit, and don't kill any
_ one unless you are stopped."
tied behind hi~. too," he said.
Wild was of course astonished, but he did not
The youn_g chief di(!. not" seem to relish the idea
much, but he dropped his knife and allowed his stand there and look in .ama~ement.
He did exactly as he was told and ran with the
euperior to tie his hands behind him with as good
·
speed of the wind, too.
crace as possible.
· The Sioux must have thought they were very
Then Crawling Snake called for the musicians,
and the next minute the rude P.polqgies for drum,s sure. of catching their fleeing captives, for they
did not run so very fast.
J,egan to beat.
r·. ".When Crawl~ Sna e sllttoto ~ the pale- There was one of them, howe~er, who put on a

the midst of the excited gathering of red men.

·T
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West, as ·he dashed in .a mong ·his friends. HWe
will make for the Weston :iood at once. It is not
more than half a mile from here."
1
Then both troopers and scouts flew for their
I
horses.
Just as Wild was looking for a suitable mounti
a'mo11g the two or three extra horses h~. h!ll,U'd
..
.
a whjnny.
He gave a cry ~f delight, for .he re~pgnized,:th•
whinny as co.ming.-from hi• aqrrel sta).lion, S,a..it-

great burst of speed ~d ran after Young Wild
.West.
It was Blue Buffalo, the young chief, who ·was
to take pretty Nellie Elton for his squaw.
The distance was not very great. Cheyenne
Charlie and the two girls reached the tree about
fifty yards in advance of the- .f oremost Indians.
And the foremost Indians were not Indians at
all; they were Jack Robedee, Lively Rick; old man
_. .
Murdock and Dove-Eye Dave.
Jim Dart was running along .by the side of
:Wild. .
.. Charlie knew exactly what to do, it seemed,
~or he . boosted the girls up to the lower limbs
o:f,the tree, and then !hew himself ·up after them.
It has been said that a girl does not know how
.
:
..,
t9 cl~b ' tre~'. . ·.. .
But if .s uch was .the case :. they , learned how.
·..
.
.
. .
very quickly.
Perhaps the fact .that .t heir lives depended upon
it . made them 'di> it; but at, ~y ra~ ·they' went
.
.
. .
up ve:ry 'speedily. .

fi.re. ·

, .,

yi

And ~ure enough it was. The intelligent ani•
~l ..had fo1lowed the trail made by his .ma~;
. I
• : .':
-an<l had just COme Up With ti.em.
The enti.re party now started for Waston, ~id~ :
,
hard all .t hat night. .
Whether the Indians pursued them Pf ~al:,'tpeJI,
·did not ~ow; but, at any rate, thay saw nothinc
. , 1
of them. µd re~ched We$ton. in safety.

Even when they. saw the .three making for t}ie
top of the t;ree the Indians had no idea that they
.
.
were going to' get away.
on
Charlie and .the girls 'ffll:re just getting
. the ledge when Robedee and the .others.got to the
foot of the tree.
Of course they started to ascen~ it also_.
The Indians thought sui-ely tliat they belonged,
to their own crowd and yelled with approval when,
·
11aw them·going up the tree, .
If· Y-0ung -Wild West could' only get _into the
tree, before the deception was discovered; all would
··
be well.
Up went three of the Indians -after our friends.
Then Wild :and Jim dashed up. ·
Just as Wild was about to jump ·f or the lowe·r
limb of the tree, Blue B~ffalo (J.ashed .}IP and tore
the blanket from him.
Youilg Wild West dis'cl1arged his revolver full'
at his breast, and he fell to the ground shot·
·
through the heart.
The tne boy went up the tree with the :agility'
of a monkey, followed by the disguised Ji~, ·
Young Wild West at last reached th'e ledge, and
then it was that a cry of triumph ·came from his'

CHAPTER IX.-Arietta!s Jealousy.
.., ..
1t was about noon the following day when the
tired and bedraggled party rode into Weston .
- Of course Young Wild West was ·glad ·to 'geS
back home.
He had been gone several days, ·and there ,were
those whom he had left behind who had wonielt
considerably ·about him.
Charming Arietta, the pretty post-mistress, ·W U
·····
of course the principal one:
As soon as the· young ·scout had -changed ' hi•
wearing apparel he went. over to see her -and ·tell
her how he had been -tied to the stake in the· Jn.
dian village.
Arietta was- so happy at his ·return that •-aha
kissed ·him ' on both cheeks and ·did not deny, him
·
one or two from he:r lips.
As was her usual custom on such occasions, she
implored him to settle down and not go on 'dangerous trips any more. .
He only laughed at -her,· and told her that •aa
long as he wore the charm she had made for him
he would never get killed.
The charm he spoke of was a heart made' of
doeskin and a lock of the girl's hair, and waa
.
~&
Wh~n fully a dozen Indian braves ·h.a<l ascended trimmed with small beads such as are used b7.
the tree, only to fall to the ground dead, the the Indians when making their :finery.
Wild had always worn this since Arietta had
red :fienrls grew more cautious.
"Come on," cried Jim, -throwrng oft' his Indian given it to him, iuter he had saved }&er from a
horrible fate among the Sioux Indians soma
toggery, "now is our time to get away."
They reached the camp of their waiting friends months previous.
Arietta insisted on it, so he went home to din:without seeing or hearing any signs of pursuit. ·
But they knew full well · that the Sioux would ner with her.
While they were seated at the table, her grand,cour the surrounding country for them.
>
"Break camp, boys!" _exclaimed Young .Wild father jokingly said:

off

they

..
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· "Et, I was afraid one "lime on this trip th~t-you
' ,. · . · : · ·
was ·going to lo;e Wild.'!
"Yes," she answered; ''he told me how >near . he
.
came to bein11: burned at the stake." , ..
''Oh, I don't mean that. A .very pretty gal was
after him, and one .t ime I thought she· had · cut
-you out." .
''Is this true, ·Wild?" she asked, her face flush'
j,ng with anger.
' "No," he replied; "at no time was there the
least danger of any one taking your place in my
lieart, little one."
This should have satisfied the girl, for never
were more truthful and earnest words spoken.
·
But it did not.
Arietta believed that Wild had been making
love to some other girl, and nothing would have
made h,er believe anything different just -then.
.· The rest of the · meal passed in silence.
Old man Murdock realized that he had made a
mistake, but he did not know just how to rectify it.
Wild asked her to take a walk with him after
dinner.,and ·s_h e agreed· to .do·it. ,
"I want to tell you all about this girl your
grandfather spoke about/' he said. "She got me
in a whole lot of trouble."
·. "She ~t y.ou into trouble? Why did you let
.
.
.
her?" was the reply.
Et, you know me well
• ri "As if I · c·o uld help it!
enough by this time, don~t -you?"
"I have heard people say that no man can be
trustea at times."
"And Jack Robedee is willing to swear that all
women are fickle.' Do you think that true?"
"No: that is nonsense."
"Well, so is the other nonsense, then. Now, this
girl, whose name is Nellie Elton, is quite a goodlooking girl. Several of the young men belonging
to the wagon train we:re in love with her, but it
•eems that she would take no notice of them."
"And ~hen you gof there she fell in love with _
j;ou at ~tst sight, I ·suppose?"
Thei:e wa.s . just. a tinge of bitterness in the '
itii-l''s voice, but Wiid did not let on tha£ he .
·
sioticed it.
. "Well, it appears that she told one of her roost
•rdent admirers 'th.a t i was the only young man
she had ever see'n whom she could take a liking .
to, or something like that, and he got so jealou's .
&hat he wanted to thrash me. He tried that and ·
failed, and then he wanted to kill .me. The poor
fool died of fright while the Indians had him at .
the stake, and so that put an end to him."
"But it didn't put an end to the girl, though.!'
; · "Oh, no. By jovel there ·she comes now!" ·
Sure enough; Nellie Elton was approaching. ·
( · She was with Martha Goff, the girl ·who had
,lleell iA ~ivity with her~ 11.nd as soon as ahe

.

.,

---

'

saw:" Wiid ~he struck in to singing th~ love so~g
that had so entranced her hearers that night out
on the prairie.
· Wild doffed l;lis hat and nodded when they got to
·
her, hoping to pass on.
'
But no such thing happened.
"Is that the girl you said you thought so much
of, Young Wild West?" Arietta asked.
"Ye-es," stammered our hero. "Allow me to
introduce you. Miss Elton, Miss Murdock. Also
· Miss Goff, Arietta. I hope you will become fast
friends."
· With the exception of Martha, who seemed 1·eal
glad to be introduced, the girls bowed stiffly
·
·
each other.
· Neilie was really in love with Wild, and though
she ;was almost certain that she stood no chance
of winning him, she wanted to make Arietta think
_
that she could.
Before Wild could make a move to prevent her,
Nellie seized his cheeks with both hands and
kissed him.
Instead of going into a rage over the audacious
proceeding, Arietta turned like a shot and ran for
the house.
"I am astonished at you, Miss Elton," said
·wild; and he really was. "Please do not attempt
a thing like that again."
With that Wild walked back to the Murdock
house.
Arietta had gone to the seclusion of her own
room, and she would not see him, not even when
he called her twice.
Then Wild got a little mad and went over to
·
the office of the company.
He found Jim, Charlie, Walter Jenkins, the
foreman, Lively Rick and Jack there. Robedee had just been telling them a story, and /
· they were all laughing heartily when he entered.
"What's the matter, Wild?" asked Charlie, noticing the troubled look on the young scout's face.
. Then Wild told what had happened,
. There was more or less smiling during the re·'
cital, but all of them declared that Nellie Elton·
was altogether too bold. · ~
· Then the strangest part· of it was that not ooe'
of them offered him the least bit of advice. .
But that evening they ··saw Wild ani 'Ai-ietta•
QUt together and as she · appeared to be as happy
as a lark; they knew the difficulty must have been .
••
•
.
•
settled.

at
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CHAPTER X-Conclusion.

+

Nellie Elton··mnst · have been · sorely ashariled
Of the ffianner···jn \ybic'h I Sfie had llCted, for &S
soon as she reached the shanty where she

w,ua
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-making her temporary headquarters with h~r
mother' and grandfather, she sat down and scrib~
bled off the follo~ing ~ote to Arietta·'Murdoc k: ,
"DEAR Miss MURDOCK: I can never forgive
myself ·f or the way I acted to-<lay. The truth
is that · 1· was piqued at seeing you with Young
Wild West, for at that time I loved him~ I have
given him up forever, though, and at the time I
did so I made it unpleasant for you, just for spite.
· "I assure you that Young Wild West never
spoke a word of love to me, though I tried my
best to lead him to. I know you -are very jealous
of me for what I have done, but you need not
be, for I will soon be where jealousy does not
.
'
'
exist.
"After what happened this morning, I feel that
I cannot face either you or . Young Wild West
again, so I will nerve myself to commit s:uic:ide. .
"With apologies to you and your lover, I remain,
NEL~ ~LTON."
"Yours in death,

~

It was not· until well toward the latter part of
the afternoon that Arietta· received this sentational note, and the moment she had read it her
heart went out in pity for the girl. ·
· She went to see Nellie right away.
Just what they talked a9out .it would be hard
to tell, but when Arietta cauie away at the end of
an hour both .w ere very happy.
There was not going to be a suicide, after all.
So when Young Wild West called at the Murdock house that evening to info:rm Arietta . that
he was· ~iiig out again the next · mo~ing to
fight the Indians away from the trail that led
·
futo Weston, he got an ol~-tim~ welco~e.
.. "Got over your jealousy, Et.?" he asked.
"Yes," was the answei:. "I am entirely over

it."

The two walked and talked as lovers will for
some little time, and then Wild brought up the
subject of his going out on the trail the next
morning.
"Et," said he, "for the protection and good
name of Weston; we have got to go out on the
trail. The Sioux have formed themselves in bands
of a hundred and they _propose to make things
hot for every stage-coach that: comes this way.
,T hey have got to be thinned out, and · as I have
been asked to lead the division that goes out once
more, I must do it. I couldn't refuse such
request, you know."
"You are ~Y own brave Wild," sh~ said, sorrowfully; "and you know your business best. I
,r~uJd not have you do anrthing yo~ did not .want
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That night a government scout cam~ riding intd
Weston.
was looking for Captain Banks and liis com,
pany of troopers. .
. He seemed very glad to find him, and when he
did -so handed•him a dispatch from the commlUlder
·
of the fort.
It was to the effect that a regiment of .regulars
were traveling in the direction of Weston, · and
..
' .
that h~ was to meet and join it.
So when Young Wild West and his band .ot
~ead~hots l,e ft town the next morning the trooP;...
.
ers went with them.
. They were going to stop at the fork of the
roads and wait for the stage-coacll to coipe along,
They arrived there but a few minutes before
it was due, and pretty soon they heard the :rumbling of wheels. _
The next instant they heard something else. ,,
The fierce warwhoop of a hundred Indian braves
rang . out, , and then rifles and revolvers began.
to crack.
:. A barid of Sioux in command of old Crawling
_,
Snake had ambushed the stage-coach.
· "Come on, boys," cried Young Wild West. "We
must teach the reds a l_esson that they :will not
soon forget. Let them have it, now; and make
.
.
every shot tell." .
The Indians, though surprised at the inter-!
ference from Young Wild West's party, made a
;"'
stubborn fight.
· Crawling Snake was a very shrewd redskin.
He hated Young Wild West worse than any
paleface living, and .he now thought he saw a'
..
chance of getting even with him.
If he could lure him down the road a few hundred feet he would perhaps be able to 'play a
·trick upon him that would be the last of him.
'!'he chief gave the word to draw back and
·
·
keep ·shooting as they went.
Meanwhile the stage-coach had come to a halt.
The driver and guard, both being anxious to
have a hand in the fight, began to shoot at the
Indians as they dodged hither and thither .behind the rocks.
At this the passengers, some of_whom had been
badly frightened, grew very hopeful.
One of them, a .clerical-looking chap, jumped
out and sprang toward Wild just as he was di:awing a bead on _the tufted head of a Si!)ux warrjor.
"Slf1Y him n ot, my young friend," he said, a.t
the same ,time knocking the weapon upward an,d.
cau©ng, the bullet to go in the air. "1He that
taket~ huma:ti life shall be punished."That was all he said, for at that h:istam; •
.
.
b-q].let' c,u t him short.
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He had walked out in plain view of the hiding
.Sioux and· made a good targe1;· of himself; ·
·· There was e. 'lull in the shooting no'w,''but the
Indians were simply getting reaoy ·f ot ·some move.
·
•Y oung Wild West f~lt sure of thfs.
Leaving his ftiends waiting where ··they had
halted; Wild started his horse in the direction "of
:Weston at ·a sharp gallop.
' ·As he dashed out into full view half a dozen
ah'ots· were fired at him, but none of them · hit
him.
He was too far away from the redskins for
them to aim straight enough to hit him.
1 No one asked him where he was going when
he started, but just simply watched him.
He was leaving for a little hill about five ·hun.dred yards distant, and when he reached the base
!Sf it he quickly dismounted. Then his partners
knew what he waJ going to do.
· From the top of the hill he would be able to
look over the natural breastworks the Sioux had
taken· refuge behind. ·
Young· Wild West could not be beat at Indian
;warfare.
He was a supple climber and he soon reached
.the top .of the 'hill.
Then he gave a nod of satisfaction. . '
He could° see just how the red :fiends were
located.
' But he saw something else, too.
,. on·'the' side of the road opposite. to them there
.
-was the mouth of a shallow ravine'.
·i · A-ijuick glance showed h1m bow the ravine could
lie reached without the Inliians seeing theni. ,,..iie ·came from the hill, ·and mounting h'.is
waitin~ steed, lie rode back -to-the ; place vvhere
Jils band and the trooper's ·w ere drawn up in line.
. The young prince of . the saddle quickly told
Captain . ·;Banks what he thought •was· the ·best
.
'
thing . to do.
"Whatev er you say · we' will do," ·was' the re.
ply. .
"Well, we will send the stage-coach on ·to Wes~ ; then," he said. "I will take my men and
~ke out that we are going with it. ]fot when
p,,e .get .to the bend just this side of the hill, we
1.will ride up the bank and get to-the ravine. Then
rwe will dash out and ' catch the· red fiends in the
'J'e,8.r. You can then rush up, and I guess we will
·
Jnake short work of them."
"All right; I understand thoroughly. You go
Jl,he~d, and when we hear you fire we will dart
.
,DPon the Indians..,
'. As Wild rode over to the stage-coach it occurred to him that that vehicle might be needed to
carry those who might get wounded into Weston.
So he told the driver that he should drive on
tp ~ ,othtlr' side of the bend in the .road and
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wait till he said so before going any furµier,
·"All 'right, Young Wild West;" ·was the retort. ·
"I reckon you .are ther boss of this business."
0
Ynu passengers lay low · inside there," said
Wild. "The· lndia'ns might take it in their heads
to make a · charge in this 'direction· when they see
the outfit leaving." ·
"All right," came from one of the passengers.
The stage-coach started forward· with a _jolt,
and Young Wild West and his band' followed it.
The Indians must have thought they had given
up the fight, for they began to yell exultantly,
and a few shots 'were fired, though they did not
·
attempt to give ;tiursuit.
They got around the bend in safety, and then
as the stage-coach came to a belt: Wild led the
men up the side of the road.. 4 · · ·
One minute later they were in ·the shallow
ravine.
In aaother sixty seconds tl).ey would be upon the
Sioux.
Wild cast a quick. glance over his sl\oulder and
saw the look of deadly determination on the faces
of his followers.
"Now, then, boys!" he cried, and t_!iey dashed
up the ravine with the -(JPeed of the wind.
_ Like a whirlwind Young Wil4 West and his gal• ,
lant band charged around the angle of rock at the
end of the ravine.
After him came th& bold troopers, and then the
Indians were treated to a surprise.
The ·bullets flew as thick as hailstones,. and at
almost every .shot a redskin bit the dust.
Young. Wild West was · here. 'there and every·
·
·
•
where, it seemed, .
He wAs as cool as though he were -merely superintending a dance, ·too, 'and· was watching for·· a
chance· to get· af the old chief 'who w,as' such ' a ··,. · '
:fav'!Srite of, Sitti'l'ig -Bull. ·
Crawling Snake was a dang~rous chief~prob,ably next'to ·sitting Bull himself he .was most t.o
1
·
·
,b e feared by the whites.:
-•
Pretty soon Wild saw the old fellow.
·· He had stayed in the thick of the figbt lone
enough to see that his braves were· getting badly
whipped, and now he was beating a retreat.
Young Wild West spoke a word to 'his intelligent . horse, and away went the s orrel, leaping
over the dead and alive that were in bis way:
He overtook Ctawiing Sna1rn just as he had
emptied the chambers of both his revolvers.
· · The chief was in the same fix, evidently,· for
.
he turned to fight it out with his knife.
Wild had his ' hunting-knife from his belt in a
jiffy.

The next 'instant the two horses crossed neckaa
t~ei did so. . -re~ring high in the air

as
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The knife blades claslied together, and the battle was on.
·
'
Unconscious of the fact that the Indians had
been scattered in wild disorder and that the'"y
were- surrounded by the men ·frqm Weston and
the troopers, the two· fought on;
But Young Wild West- had all the best of the
fight from the· start.
· ·
. The· old chiei wa·s fast weakening, and the end
was soon at hand.
.
With one last effort he made a terrible lunge
at Wild and dropped his guard.
Wild's blade flashed in the morning sun, there
was a thud, and then Crawling Snake rolled from
his horse in the last throes of death.
Young Wild West dismounted, and with a quick
movement of his knife, took the scalp belt of the
old chief.
·
"I am going to make this a present to Arietta,"
he said to Cheyenne Charlie. "It will remind her
of the time when I was at the stake, and incidentally· make her think of the time she got so
jealous of me."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG .W ILD
-WEST'S NERVE; OR, THE NINE GOLDEN
. Bl]'LLETS."
.
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The recent announcement · of Franklin · ·D.
Roosevelt, Assistant Secretary of the Navy, that
the Navy Department had offer.ect the · old battle, ship Oregon to the State of Oregon to be ~aintained for historical purposes without expense to
the navy, has renewed interest in the famous old
sea fighter that broke all naval tradition and. records by her race from San Francisco to Key.West
in 1898, arriving in time to take her place: in tlie
.American b'attl~ fleet and do valiant:service in th.e
·sea fight off Sa°i}tiago with Admiral Cervera's
Spanish fleet. :
Tliis plan for the dispo~l of·the old ship, which
long ago outlived her usefulness as a fighting
unit1 · has been suggested se-veral times to the
Navy Department by members ot Oregon's Congresjlional delegation, and there is no doubt Mr.
Roosevelt's offer will be accepted and that the
vessel will be kept in one of Oregon's harbors as
a monument to the :fighting qualfties of the American.fieet and the resourcefulness and intrepidity
of American sailors.
This is the second attempt ·that the navy has
made to get rid of the Aregon. Some five or six
years ago the navy aroused a storm of disapproval by suggesting that inasmuch as there was
no longer any place for her as a fighting vessel

to:

·and 'so long as there were n'ot sufficie~t sailors
'spare to keep her 'i n commission slie might as well j
be taken out to sea -to · serve as a target for the ,
·big guns of the· newer battleships. But the Ore'- ,
gon was known ancl lo-ved throughout the· United .
States because her famous ·race around Cape Horn
-and up the South American coast had made her
familiar to every schoolboy, and the plan. of the
·Navy Department was quickly and · effectually
squelched.
The Navy Department thereupon offered her
to the State of California as a training ship for
that State's Naval Militia, and she was used in
that capacity throughout the war with Germany.
Her slowness and her age barred her from active
service either overseas or as a harbor patrol boat
on the Atlantic coast. She :would have been easj
prey to a German submarine.
.
The Oregon was designed by Lewis Nixon, one
of the mpst famous of American naval · designers,
who recently was appointed by Gov. Smith as
·Public Service Commissioner. She was of the
Indiana class, and het keel was laid in 1891, the
ship being put in commission some two years
later. At the time she was built the Oregon was
not only one of the finest ships 'in the· new Amer:.
ican Navy, li.ut ·she ,was . one ·of the most formidable vessels afloat.· . .
I ;
Bec~use· of. her 'r ace around the Ho:i:n and the
. -tremendous amount· of publicity and favorable
'comparison with other· ships that this fed
brought her, she has always been regarded by
·Americans generally as a ·very fast vessel, al.though as a matter of fact she was much· slower
than many war vessels of her time, a:Qd a great
deal slower than any -ship constructed within the
last ten years. Her official rating was oniy'· fif.teen •knots, and on her best .l:rials. she .'neve;r. did
,:rn<,>re than. sixteen. · Dutin:g the · entire ttjp from
': •Si\,n Francisco· to Key West, according to the ·best
, avaiJabie records, and most .o f the time .s~e aver(aged betw.een .ten .an_g elev.en.. .
.. ; . .
Compare.d with the Tennessee, the giant wal"~ship · which wal!! !aunched recently ·at th~ N~W:
,York Navy Yard, ~he Oregqn is J:iardly morE? tha!l
a toy vessel. She is only 34~ feet-lo:i;ig, ~bile the.1
Tennessee measures 624 from bow to stern.
1
The Oregon gained undying fame by her race.,
around South America and up the coast to join_
the fleet, but as a matter of fact her success in,
that feat was due not so much to the fact tjiat
she was a good boat, well designed and solidlY,
built, although she had been 5,n commission but
two years then and was practically new, ~s it
was to the fact that she had a typical American
naval crew and typical American officers aboard.
They got out of the boat the best that she hall
and because of their care of the boilers and theil:

YOUNG WILD WEST '.AT THE STAKE
!Care in seeing that the vessel was kept in tiptop
eondition throughout the long voyage she was
able to steam immediately into the battle line and
make her fourteen knots in battle formation as
easily as the other ships of the fleet which had
not undergone such a severe test.
The Oregon was at Bremerton when she reeeived word to hasten around the continent and
join the American fleet in Atlantic waters. War
had not been declared then, but in naval circles
it was shown that armed conflict with Spain was
hut a few days away at the most. The old vessel
aailed for San Francisco, and after coaling and
putting aboard supplies, sailed from the California port on the morning of March 19, 1898. On
the following May 2, more than two months later,
llhe steamed into Key West, having covered
14,706.7 knots. The naval experts of the day
were divided in opinion as to the value the Oregon would be to the fleet after making such a
atrenuous voyage. Many of them expressed the
belief thiit the vessel would be practically worthless as a fighting unit, since she must necessarily
arrive with her boilers in bad condition and with
·
her crew in anything but fighting shape.
But on the contrary the -Oregon's boilers when
ehe arrived off Key West were in just about as
good condition as they were when she left San
Francisc9, due to the care which her engineers
took of them, and the condition and fighting abil- .
lty of lier crew can best be judged by the fact that
when the Spanish fleet had been scattered and
were being pursued by the American vessels the
Oregon steamed ahead o~ some of the otlier and
supposedly better ships, and finally ran down and
sank the Colon, a Spanish cruiser of larger ton·nage and heavier armament than the Oregoµ.
In an interview which was published in The Sun
several years ago Rear Admiral Charles E. Clark,
who as a naval captain commanded the Oregon
on her famous trip, had this to say about the
conduct of his men during the fight with the
.Colon:
"I .remember when we were still chasing the
~lon down the coast, all the other Spanish ships
having been run in, we stopped firing until we
could get nearer. While I was talking with the
,ordnance officers as to whether we should strain
our guns by opening up a~ long range the chief
tngineer officer came up and said:
"'Captain, can't you fire another gun? We're
lioing all we can just now, but I think we could
do a little more if the boys below could hear some
11hooting. There is nothing they can't do so
long as they know the guns are booming.'
"And so we opened up again with our thirteenInch guns at mre miles-which w,as a long range

in those days-and kept it up until we had the
Colon.done for." ,

SEVEN WISE MAXIMS TELLING HOW TO
PROFIT IN REALTY ARE BROADCAST BY
W.B.HARMON
How to make money in real estate was pressed
into eight maxims by W. Burke Harmon and
broadcast yesterday to all whom it may concern:
"Never buy for cash. The successful operator
invests just as little of his own funds as possible,
glad to. pay 6 per cent. interest for the use of
money that he expects to bring profit. And mortgage interest is deductable from your income ta~.
"Buy when others aren't b~g freely-don't
·
wait for a boom.
"Buy property monopolistic in character that
will increase in value because it can't be exactly
duplicated, such as waterfront near a great city
or a business corner in a thriving neighliorhood.
"Don't take things for granted, such as the
statement that bridges make high values or that
proximity to a railroad station is an asset. Transportation facilities make values, but not necessarily for property almost on top of bridge or
·
station.
"After ,asking questions and comparin~ values
in the neighborhood and judging all future possibilities, then have the courage of your convictions
to stay by your guns.
"Know when to sell-you never get poor taking
a profit, but don't sell until you are convinced
values have approached a temporary peak at
least.
"Don't retain indefinitely p?Qperty that is unimproved. Either sell or put a building on it that
will .produce enough to pay taxes and carrying
charges."
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Terry, the Texan
-OR·~The Mustang Herders of the Rio Grande
By DICK ELLISON

'(.A Serial Story.) ·
CHAPTER XX:Ill.-( Continued.)
Down it rolled against the hole, and there it
paused with a crash, sealing up the cavern en. trance effectually.
.
Inside, he could bear a tremendous uproar, and
a grim smile crossed hls face, and he beckoned to
Bill and shouted:
"Hurry over here t I've got them I"
"Bully fer you I" .,
"Won't you let me go now?" f.leaded Zaldo.
"Not much I Our bargain ain t completed yet,"
:replied the giant, in gruff tones. "Hurry up, or
I'll drag yer along!"
. A look of uneasiness and intense disappointment crossed the prisoner's da.I4c fea~ures, and he
ran beside Bill reluctantly enough.
When they reached Terry, the boy was upon the
'l)Oint of explaining what had transpired, when the
dick of a rifle hammer was heard.
Suddenly seizing Zaldo, the ~ant swung the
,main around in front of him, Just as the crack
of a rifle pealed out.
"El demonio I" yelled Zaldo,' as a bullet hit him;
and he fell.
"To cover, Terry!" gasped Bill.
"Hal Treachery here!" replied the boy.
The next moment he and Bill were behind a
,:oek.
And only just in time, too, for no sooner were
shielded than several more shots were heard1
the spat of the bullets against the rock tola
em how deadly the aim had been.
"Stick your hat out at that side of the rock, to
aw their :fire, while I plug them from this side,"
id Terry, in hurried tones.
"Who are they?" demanded Bill, complying.
"Probably a few men who were left outside the
ve on guard," replied Terry, peering from bed tneir shelter.
/
Bill's hat had been seen, for jusf then two
ots rang out, and two bullets pierced the headr.
Terry now saw the marksman, and muttered,
ftly:
"There are three of them! Here they go!" .
Crack! Bang! went his rifle, and the bullets in
·ck succession flew up at the bush on top of the
tant rocks.
With cries of pain, two Mexicans came tumbling
""-'fil the incline, and a third man rose from bed the bushes and ran for his life.
Bill saw him, and raising his rifle, he let a shot
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CHAPTER XXIV.
Conclusion.
J]pon finding that there was no further attack,
· Terry and his friend left the shelter of the rock
and examined the scene of the affray.
They found that two ·o f the Mexicans were
dead, and they buried them, while the third man
was badly wounded, and they disarmed him.
Terry now examined Zaldo, who lay groaning
on the ground, and found that he had a bullet
through hls shoulder.
Bill stood beside him, and the giant now said to
Terry:
"I suddenly saw them thar three greasers up
on ther rocks dr~win' a bead on me, so I swings
Zaldo around as a shield, an' he got it, 'cause I
:reckoned as he'd run us inter a trap, pard."
"Oh, I don't believe he deliberately designed . to
et us in this scrimmage," answered Terry, "bub
think now that he imagined we might be attacked by the guards. Perhaps he did not mention
them, as he hoped they might rescue him. Anyway, we'll give him the benefit of t'he doubt. He
kept his word fairly well with us."
''Senor, I thank you for your confidence in me,"
said Zaldo.
"Hold on, there," interposed Terry. "I haven't
any confidence in you at all. But I'll say this
much. As you acted squarer with us than you ever
did in your life, I'll see that you are repaid by
sparing your life. You will, however, have to go to
jail with your friends. You are too dangerous to
roam at large. We intend to break up your gang.
If you were at liberty, you'd soon forget any
promise you'd- make to behave, and.might organize another gang."
•
"Nol No! I assure you-·_,,
"That will do. You have heard what I intend
to do with you," said Terry, and he strode over
to the rock at the mouth of the cave, and shouted
to the gang inside:
"Hello, there!"
"What do you want?" was the answer.
"Just to ex-plain that we have got your whole
gang now, and it won't be well for you to try
any games. You will have to surrender!"
"Never I We defy you !"
"Very well."
The boy went back to Bill, who was beckoning
excitedly.
•
"What's the matter?" demanded Terry.
"I hear the hoofs of many horses," answer~d
the ranchero, as he held up his finger and listened.
"They are coming this way, too."
Terry listened, and heard the sounds.
A few moments later over a score of armed men
rode into the clearing.
They were Terry's mustang herders, with Don
Pedro and his daughter, Inez, in the lead, and
they gave a shout when they saw Terry.
"What news?" asked the Don.
"'We've got the whole gang trapped in the cave,
sir."
"Good! Good! And I see youve got Zaldo?"
"What brought you here?"
"It's my doing, Terry," laughed Inez. "Fearing
some fresh danger might befall you, I induced.,
papa to organize a party to follow your trail,
and here we are."'
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He left a larg e fortune and the big ranch to
\. "You arrived at a good time," said ~he bo~l
Inez, ahd as Terry soon afterward married the
"for we need the men to handle all our prisoners.
· He then detailed all that ibefell him, and when Mexican beauty, he became a fixture there.
he finished, Don Pedro and the mustang herders
It is almost needless to say· that Big Bill and·
'cheered, for they now saw an end of the horse-- Dave were pleased to see Terrys good fortune.
thieves' gang.
Several years have passed since then, and un- "
"It's only a question of starving them out of the der the able management of the young Texan, the
cave," said Terry.
Lone Star Ranch has become the finest and best
"Then we'll camp here until we bring them to paying property near the borde:cs of the Rio
·terms," declared Don Pedro, decisively, and he Grande.
THE E?<{D.
·sent Zaldo and the wounded man to Red Dog, and
1
'djspatched a man for a camping outfit.
. "The camp was established, and the Don and .
, ,RIL TO .WATER SUPPLY.
',his i>retty datighte_r .iod'e..hoJlle at nightfall, pretty · SEES FU_TURE EE
.1
,
. .
_
, . _ .
_
·well eonvinced that the days of the Alameda -gang .
, Notwi~h$tanding tl).e· ff\ct that water is.no:w re· · -·
- ·
'were· numbered. ·• · ·, • ·
.. Terry, of course/ took 'charge of- t~e siege, -ai;id ' portec:j. r\ul.nitig a, ~O?t .high -0ver the 1toi> . of ·the.
'posted· guard~ _to watcli' the _Cf!,'!_e nig'h~,-and d~y. · .. Croj;on · Dam,~ the,:re' 1s· imminent . peril of future
~en morning · da~ed ~gau~.f ~e w~nt ~ - the · w:ater shortage ll! New. York City,-, according 'to a '·
., cavern ,entrance and e~plamed to _the ~,ex1ca~s .report, <>f the · Oommitteer ~if'"Legis1ation •of the
Jnside .that· he had~a . heavy force .of m'en : there,·' New, .;y-0rk- Board .of,·'T,rade--and Tran'spot tation ··
ana demanded their sutl'ender. . . . '. - . ; . . . made .at 'th'e inQnthly meeting of the B-Oatd. 'l'he .:
committee con11ists".J>f ·H. :13.: Cliambers, ·~irmari; ' : .A_ gruff i-eful'.>a! ;~~ii'the_anS)Yer._·. . . _.. ·. \ .'
· - It'-was ·pretty ev1d,ent that the_h(?rse-th1eves had J?hilin 'R itter, l,ouis J, 'Robertsch, Heney. W. Eata· good supply of food and -water m the cave, ·for . on, l;I: W..~6al~toh. 'ISrandell~KenuiQre ~nd · H. C:.
,sfyer!!-1 d,rs i:,assed:by ~ith~ut them making any ·. lio.' lis: . W. J . . 4 ·, Banham is president of the
. :
· ·· , .·
.. . . bQar!f: ~ '. .. ·_ · . .. ,•. _ •..
- ·
.·
cs1gn of-un1:asm1:ss. · . · ·
"But few of the people of our great metropolis .
f th .ftfth day the end came
· t·
·t h
At
.Qf .
e _,..·for ·Terry.
ion
e e~pu;·a
~ ,· A mani~
· • appear to ·· .r ealize tl(e -supreme _-imp·ortance
the cave·yelled
ll\.~jntaipfl)g ·~ .ad,equ·ate ·sµpply , of pure water,'' ,
·•.
· When tne boy came, he demanded:
• ·
· · •··
says the report,
·
.
. "What do YQU want?"
· "The people have nev!?r, ex9erienced any of the
.
.
· "I wish to surrender." .
\ '!Very weIJ. · We'll open the entran~e. You will distressing , and: dangerous conditions which a come oµt one by one, 'leaving your weapons be- lack of potable water vtould· bring. Being so con- .
hin<l you. If you practice anr deceit; heaven _heir, tinuously an~ so well prQvided for, the fundamental .w ater supply ·question has n~ver. caused you. We won'.t'le~ve a man m your .gang ahve.
niuch· public concern, .but it has always confront- ,
· "We will sulimit. ·peacefully." .
ed the .City Government, and almost every Cl.ty
Terry ranged most of his .mf:n m a double file
,near the-cave, provioed others with ropes to.bind .Administration during the eighty-five years past .
the pri3oners, and then aided three' more to roll has had to make prQvision for some extension of ·
the sources · from which' the supply · has been
'the rock aside.
.
·
· A moment later, the Mexicans rushed out of drawn,"·
· The report indicates · that . notwith~tanding .
the cave, firing as they came, but the mustang.
herders raked them with a terrible cross-fire, that these vast dependable re&ources, the city RUpply is
endan·g ered if the rate of increase in commmp.;
,.
dropped fully _half'the gang. ·
: Seeing thll:t there was no escape, the .rest sur- . tion that has prevailed,since 1916 should continut. •
·
during the next few years.
'.render. .
. The committee makes no criticism of the city
, A wild cheer escaped the herders when they
ofjicials. "An examination of· the reports, plans
·
.
had the gang bound.
They broke.camp, and in .half an hour the whole and nperations of the Board of Water Supply imgang was taken away, and iri due time were turn- presses your committee with the wisdom·, ze~,
skill and efficiency exercjsed, generally, in studyed over to the sheriff.
. When they were tried, · all the horse-thieves iJig the needs of the city and in carrying into
were found guilty, and, including Zaldo, were sen- effect all measures when authoriz~d,'' the report
•
says.
.
tenced to long terms of 'imprisonment.
Attention is directed to the fac'.; that in times
That was -the end of the Alameda gang.
In fact, the Lone Star Ranch never again suf- of abnormal rainfall large volumes of water have
fered from the raids of mustang thieves, and been lost over the Croton Dam which might have~
·
Terry and the herders were no longer· required to bet!i conserved.
Th.r ough failure of . adequate State legislation
•
•
do police duty.
The boy thought of leaving the range when the the city cannot proceed with any work whatever
trouble was ended, but Don Pedro was so grateful for an additional water supply commensurate
ful to him that he begged the boy to remain as with the needs of the community, and the peril ia
increased by t'4e delay, according to the report.
general superintendent. •
The committee recommends that the question.,l>e
Influenced by a large salary and the beautiful
Inez, it was no wonder Terry remained, and- his taken u p to discover what, if any, opposition .u
the necessary legislation exists with the hope of
decision made Bill very happy.
It was only a few years later that Don Pedro reaching a satisfactory agreement that the legis,lation may be assured.1
iook sick and died.

°
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INTERESTIN' G ARTICLES
ARE YOU A CON_TRIBUTOR?
Motorists now pay _between. $7~,000,000 and
"$100,000,000 a year in fines fo! violating th~ traffic
laws, according to the A~ncan Automobile Association. 'l'hat organization plans 'to war on
s'mall towns which derive a corts_idera~le revell:ue
by fining transient autoist for the slightest mfraction.
· ______
· ·
PRANCE HAS GOOD ROAD BUILDING PLAN
Wfth an appropriation. of 2,000,000,'000 .francs
the French Parliament has passed the la!gest
Government sum ever made for road!'. and bridges
The Republic is now ready to begm ~he long
delayed work on its highways for restorm~ them
to their prewar rank. A total of 6,500 miles of
main roads will be built.
.
JAZZ CRITICIZED BY' STRESEMAN AT
.
MUSIC FIESTA
Three of Europe's outstanding statesmenForeign Minister Stresemann of . Germany:
Minister of · Education Herriot, of F,rance, and
Foreign Minister Vand~rvelde, of Belgi~-:m,et
to inaugurate ..the intex;nati~nal exposition of
"Music in the Life of Nations.
. .
111"· Stresemann, who opened the ·expos~tion at
which the musical art of seventeen countnes was
represented, · criticised jazz and negro rhythms
and frequently was interrupted by applause. .
He decried the present .day "dead .levelli!)g. of
music'• and regretted the modern saxopho:111c caco:phony. He pleaded for a rea'Yakenmg o~
spnituality in music.
.

21)

''While this trans-Atlantic flight is centering S(f
;much attention on aviation," he said, after th~
.crowd was quiet. "I'd like to say a few words as
to the possibility of regular trans-Atlantic flying.
Many people think we shall see such flights within
a few months but it is hardly possible. as I see it.
for us to have regular trans-Atlantic flyinS!.' within
one year or even a few y.ears.
. "lf will take ten years, possibly, of research and
p.rep~ration to place trans-Atiantic flying Qn a
solid foundation for regular public service. Unle.u
i~ is given a solid fou.ndation of that kind it is•1
p"ra!:ticaliy <;:ertain ~ be a failure. 'But l . thinJct
t:\1ere will be regular trans-Atlantic flying witlun.
ten years."
·

..LAUGHS
-·- ..

"The country is simply being ruined by this idea{
of rushing everything." "Yet where would thia
country have been if they had arrested Paul Revere for exceeding th_e speed limit?"
.
.
She-If you were worth the million and I wp
poor, would you marry me? He-If you feel like )
transferrinS!.' the fortune to me and taking chaneea I
l will give the matter my serious consideration.

Landlady-I believe in letting coffee boil thirty•
minutes; that's the only way to ·g et the goodnesa
out of it. New Boarder (tasting ·h is and lea~
it)~Yoa succeeded admirably, ma'am.
'

an

yooni

· "Is th.a t
eight-day clock?" said the
nian, as the timepiece struck tl_ie midnight h~
"Well," replied the sweet young thin,g · with
yawn, "why don't you stay a little longer a:ii.
fi~d out?"
·
·; ,
·

"Tommy, your master's report of your wCJl'k I~
very pad. Do you know that when George Wash
ington was your age he was-head of the school?
"Yes• . pa; and ,w hen he was your . age he waa
President of the United States."
> ,
Doctor-If you must know, ma'am, your hus.,
band _won't live twenty-four hours longer. "Goodness graciousl". ejaculated the broken-hearted but.
economical woman, "and here you've gone and
prescribed enough medicine for five day&!"

"What you need," said the doctor, after giving!
his patient a thorough examination, "is to get out
in the open air more than you do. Take a Ion&')
·automobile ride every day." "But I havent. got a '
YEARS
In a speech before the Minnesota society to- car," objected the patient, "That's all :right. I'll.
:
night .Col. Lindbergh predicted that regular air \ sell you mine."
transportation OYer the Atlantic between large
dlies in the New World and those in the Old was
-Mother-in-law-The doctor said I was all run~
evitable, but not probable for ten more years. down
and needed strychnine as a tonic. Now, r
Introduced by Secretary Kellogg, who is a Min- don't want
to take too much. How big a dose do
esotan, Lindbergh was unable to speak for you recommend?
Son-in-law (hopefuily)-l
eral minutes because .o f applause.
wouldn't take more than a gallon to begin wi&lai

-----PREDICTS ATLANTIC FLYING IN TEN
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·"I will not; this ·s worse · murder than the
other," I crie<;i, drawing my revolver, and pushing
my way to the side of Seth Shott.
".Rack, men, every one of you! Seth Sh.ott is in{ It was a gad sight that I ·looked upon in that
man?"
little mountain cabin, on that June morning, in the nocent'! You s'hall not murder an innocent
The muzzle · of my cocked weapon had its efyear '74; it -was a sight that set my 'young blood
while
aflame, and I shut my teeth to keep down my fect, and the braVl'DY miners shrank back,
:
cried
and
height
full
his
to
d
straightene
Shott
-·
.
.
·.
emotions.
"The gentleman from 'Frisco tells you the
A bearded young miner lay dead on the cabin
cut out my
fl.oor. He was still rolled in his blanket; the em- truth, pards. I would sooner have
head of
the
on
hair
a
harmed
than
heart
wa~h_
own
bench,
a
near;
seen
were
fire
late
a
bers of
Paul.
hurt
I
could
how
Heavens!
Landon.
pnnPaul
the
composed
mirror
cracked
a
basin and
since we left New
cipal furniture of the room. It · was the usual He and I have been chums were
:schoolboys tommer's cabin to be met with throughout the gold York three years ago. We
gether, and loved one another like brothers.
.
regions of California.
We had
A score of men had gathered in and about the Would I harm him now? Impossible . the
mm::these
·cabin, all intent on viewing the horror-the man- some nuggets laid by. It was for
gled . corpse . of Paul Landon-a s jovial a young der was committed I expect, but the. assassins
.
miner as the mountains of the Golden State coultl . failed to .get them.
"I was not in the cabin last night. I did not
boast.
come in from 'Frisco until this morning. I can
.
.
"Who hez did this thing?"
It was a gruff voice at my side that put the easily. prove an .alibi if you give me a chance.''
· 1 again addressed the crowd, and soon the
·
'l'lestion.
beings once
"We haven't discovered the villain," I answered, miners began to act like reasonable
· in
proceeding to make an examinatio n· of the corpse. more. At this point Captain T_urner stepped
the vile
· A man stood near with folded arms, pallid face and urged the necessity of · -punishing
was
and dry eyes, gazing at' the face of_the dead as assassin at once. I could see- that the ·captain
though faf?cinated. :wiien .I as!ced who he was, · anxious to see Shott hang.
· Why this enmity~
.
~ptain Turner, a mine bo&S, said:
I managed to get Shott aside. I was not sure
''That's Seth Shott, the dead man's pard.'' Then
but deemed it but fair to give
he continued in a whisper: "'Twixt you and me, of his innocencet
After escaping from
he's the man who's guilty of this. I know it, and the 'man a show tor his life.
the crowd, Seth Shott grasped my hand and
.
l'.m going t.-0. speak to the boys." ·
I was somewhat astonished at this moment. . blessed me for the interferenc e that had saved
Captain Turner was a trusted man, one in the his life. ·
"Before heaven, I . am innocent!"· he said,
employ of the Mountain LOde ·company, and it
solemnly. "I ·cannot remain here, however, for
was in the interest of this company that I was
upon me. If
visiting the mines. Speculation was suspected, and Captain Turner would set his hounds
the mountains and
[ ·was sent up to look into the affairs of t.he com- . you do not object, I will leavepresent.
In the end
seek a place of safety for the
pany in general. I was to have all the time I
swjng."
µeeded and work in my O\Yn way. I hadn't been I mean to see ,poor Paul's murderer
I believed the young fellow uttered the truth,
here a week when Paul L;mdon was found murand made no attempt to detain him. In fact, I
dered in his cabin.
I was somewhat new in the detective business, knew that, whether innocent or guilty, he would
so . ~
but here was something that promised "pay dirt," surely hang if he remained in the mines, and
believed it best for him to go.
and I resolved to follow the lead.
"I can procure a good horse not far away. Tell
· I turned and regarded Seth Shott fixedly, after
time.''
the captain's whispered suspicions. Other eyes . the boys I will see .them again somewas
gone. I
and
hand
my
pressed
Shott
Seth
with
there
stood
he
as
too-;
him,
upon
fL-..:ed
were
he was
believed
I
'for
go,
,him
see
.to
glad
his
of
was
face
the
into
down
gazing
arms
folded
be
must
mystery
murder
The
man.
innocent
an
·
.
.
tnnrdered friend.
llline.
was
it
-solving
of
task
the
and
solved,
handrather
this
that
tliough,
possible,
it
··was
,Captain Turner was very angry when I saw him
some-looking young man would lend him.\,.elf to
and he threatened reporting me to the com,
again,
betray
not
did
e
countenanc
Hls
~uch a crime?
.
his evil nature, if the captain's ,suspicions were pany.
·"You can do as you like, Captain -Turner," l
.
·
true.
Dark scowls began to .g ather- on m~ny faces, said shortly. "I have . only done ·my duty,- while
·
you have attempted .murder.''
and a murmur soon filled the room.
"I'll get even with you for this," ·he grated,
.
"Lynch the murderer!!'
A voice uttered the cry. and then several hands turni~ away white -with-rage. --I p.a1d .no heed to the threat, but. went back t.o
were laid on Seth Shott, and he was dragged from
the tragic cabin, and once more bent beside the
the mountain cabin into the June sunshine.
to
"Boys, what does this mean?" Seth Shott ex- co-rpse of Paul Landon. I was anxious now the
postulated, but all_ to no puJpose. He was 1j.nd a clew that would lead me to the trajl of
dragged to the roots of a tree, a rope was pro- rascally assassin. ·
Something about the bearded lips of the dea~
~uced, and an effort made to place it over the
man attracted my notice. The mouth had fallen
,oung miner's head.
a bit of
,T he scene was a shocking cme to me. I turned , open and clinging to the lower teeth was
in my finger and drew it .
lo Captain Turner, .who looked cpoJly .upon it all. · human flesh. , I thrustbeen
bitten clean, and we.a
"Captain, in heaven's name! why don't you stop forth. The flesh had
nearly the whole upper part of a human ear.
,.,,, I critd in horrified wonder.
f

I,.

The Fatal-Bite ·

~

"It's justice/ f;et 'em-procee d."
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I started to my feet with a low, ·amaZ1ld ~- · -chat. I-had.man y questrons to ask, .. he might
Here
a clew indeed. To find the man _with know some of the enemies of Paul Landon if he
the mangled ear would be to !rnd the. assassm of had any. I meant to make a confidant of Seth,
Paul Landon. I --secured th~ bit of gristle, and at for . I liked ~i'm exceedingly on short acquaintonce ·rushed from the cabm . . From on.e of the ance.
miners I procu:r:ed a small bottle of whisky, and
He accepted my offer, and we were soon cominto this dropped my trophy.
fortably seated at a table with a bottle of wine
On the following day, when I went to visit C,ap- between us.
.
,
tain Turner, he was not in the mines.
"Paul hadn't an enemy, unless 'twas Captain
"Gone to 'Frisco," was the answer . to my in- Tomer, who was ,the meanest coyote in
tho
quiry.
mines," asserted Seth, · as he became warm with
I did not follow immediatel y, however. I was the. generous wine.
first anxious to examine all the ears among the
At length our conversatio n turned upon the
miners in the vicinity. Most of them were long- · late saloon row, or at any rate
I led the conhaired customers, and it required close . investig- versation in that 'direction, and
was astonished w
ation to discover the condition of . their auricles. S(le that Seth Shott became suddenly
excited and
It was · accomplish ed at last, however, and no man nervous as well.
·
.
\
with a missing ear discovered.
.
"They
Jake killed the mah
,, say that One-eared
.
The case was more important than the minor
one that had brought me to the gold range, and
"Do you say so?" .
I would not now give it up, so on.e morning abo~~
I paid no heed to the inebriate's volley of angry
three weeks after setting foot m the mountam
mining camp, I turned my face once more toward words, but only glared sharply through my glas~1
ses at the right side of his head.
"
the coast.
.
What was it I saw?
I reached San Francisco in good time and with
That which
me as never before; Foi,
no mishap, reported to the Mountain Lode Com- the first time thrilled
the hair had. become disarrange ~
pany, and then set out on my own account to and I made the disc6very
that the upper part or
hunt down the mountain assassin.
Seth Sll('ltt's ear wai:i gone."
'
Shortly after reaching the city, I ran into CapOn the
of ·my making this astounding
tain Turner. I was glad to meet him. He ~e- ~iscovery instant
a new-cgmer appeared upon the scenp
ceived me w1th a smile and .extended hand.
m the person of Captain Turner. He stood direct:.
"It ,was all owing to your, youth,. and inex- . ly behind Seth Sliott while he was pulling off his
perien.c e; I forgive you, young man; but you coat.
·
might have seen the murderer of Paul Landon
Of a sudden he laid his arm on his shoulder.
swing if you had ·held your peace. No, I'm riot
· "Seth Shott, you are wanted!"
goin(7 to the mines at present. I think I ·shall do a
• The miner- turned ,glared into Captain Turne:r'1
little" ,letective · work myself. The murderer is in face with a scowl of rage.
.•.
'Frisco, and I shall secure him."
"You are my prisnoer, sir!"
We separated to go our respective ways. I had
"For what?"
<r
no confidence. in him, and did not offer to make a·
"For ·the· murder of ·Luke Jones, in ·Snyder'a
confidant of him. I suspected his feelings for me
place
last
night.''
_
were similar.
,
· "It's a lie."
•
I remained in 'Frisco a fortnjght before aught
, . •
The miner attempted to draw a weapon, and a
occurred to stir my blood and give me an appetite
for food.
,
' desperate struggle ensued. I was on my feet
A barroom row, in which one man was slain, a moment and went to the assistance of the cap.._used some commotion , since the murderer sue- tain .
"You helpin' this villain! I thought you was my
-cessfully eluded the police and had not been
caught during the following day. It was really friend," cried Seth Shott, glaring rebukingly at
·
not a matter for me to investigate , yet I went to me.
The man had the bracelets on now, and wa~·
the saloon, and picked up what news was going
harmless. The captain turned to me with a word
regarding the racket.
,
Hone-eared J.ake be-spected, " said the bar- of thanks.
"Never mind, captain," I said. "I should hafii ;keeper. "He's keepin' hisself pretty close, anyarrested him if you had not."
how, for the cops hain't run 'im in yet." .
·
'
"I thought you were willing• to swear to thf
I sta rted instantly a t the n ame.
man's
innocence a few months ago. What evi'' A most singular handle for a man," I redence have you now? I knew then he was guilty.'',
marked. "Do r ou know why he is so caU-ed ?"
"Thls is my evidence."
•coz h e got h~s ear chawed off in er row onct
'
afore."
I procured the bottle containing the bit of
Here was subject for reflection surely.
gristle-pa rt of a human ear-that was soon ·
This wa s my m an, and if the police did not shown to fit exactly the mutilated right auricle of
Jnake this .murder stick, I at !_e ast had one against $~th Shott.
,.
him t hat would.
In t he trial that followed, Shott was not con-!
I went f rom the .saloon with .a full description victed, but he was at once arrested
of the man ca lled One-ear ed Jake on my . brain. der of his late partner, Paul Lanclon.for the murOn the da~
That evening I sauntered into a cafe on - - of trial, he made a full confession
of the crim01.1
9$eet, and met face to face Seth Shott. He knew lie had killed his friend
for his share of the gold.
1l16 at on'ce. and we shook cordially. He was well
Knowing that bit of ear would convi<tt him, he
ilressE:,d and seemed considerabl y changed.
"caved.''
l invited him · in to a glass of wine and social scaffold. Afterward he paid the peruuty an the-~
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TIMEL Y TOPIC S
"SLOW POKE" DRIVERS ARRESTED
Police in ·Chicago are malting a practice to arrest · '-'slow poke" motorists who not only creep
along at ten miles an hour, but insists on taking
the middle of the road regardless of others. It has
been found that speed,-both Slow and fast, is -what
makes drivmg on the highways so dangerous.
0

HOUSE WIVES NO LONGER . SHUN p AINT
BRUSH
There was a time when women regarded the
paint brush with awe, largely because they had
always been told that women could not paint,
~d it was no use trying. But that day has gone
by, and perhaps the dealer around the corner who
aells mixed paint in small sizes is largely responsible. Not so many years ago mixed paint
came only in large cans, and it was poor economy
to buy a gallon of paint to redecorate a kitchen
diair. But for 30 cents one may now. buy,enough
paint to do a fair-sized job.
Consequently , woman uses the brush on her
furniture; she even tackle walls and ceil-

c~

SCHOOLBO Y IS DESIGNER OF A FLAG FOR
ALASKA
A flag that will float over the great Alaskan
country and later, ·perhaps, over the State of
Alaska has just been designed by .a boy half white
and half Aleut ,Indian. The winning .design was
the outcome of a contest, held under the auspices
of the Alaskan American Legion, in which school
children from all parts of the Territory competed.
The winning de.sign consists of the Great Dipper
and North Star in gold, mounted on a blue field.
Benny Benson; · the winner of -the contest, 16
years old, is in the seventh grade in school. He
has been an inmate of the Jessie Lee missionary
hom!l for -native and half-caste childrel\ since
1916.
Benny is small of stature for his years and
swarthy of skin. He speaks with the staccato
clipping of words common to the Indian race,
and knows more about fishing, hunting and trapping than about anything else. Until a year and
a hal.f ago, when- the mission home moved from
Dutch Harbor to Seward, he had never seen a
train or. a.a automobile.

UHBURGE R CHEESE CAST OUT BY THE · GAS MADE AVAlLABLE FOR EVERY HOME
.
GERMAN PEOPLE
Limburger·cheese has 'f allen from grace in demncra.tic Germany, members of the Reichstag AgriDOltural Committee recently learned from the li'pa
"
of prominent cheese manufacture rs.
Once the supreme delight of stanch beer garden
frequenters, limburger has completely lost cast
and is now a drug on the market, the committee
r
was told.
"The public's taw;e has changed," said one ex- ·
pert. "We ·are now trying to meet the post-war
taste by manufacturin g .f at-containing hard and
·
10ft cheeses along :French lines."
Minister of Agriculture ·Schiele added that economic condition also were responsibl,e for the
llharige in' the public's taste. Following the war
there was such a craving for fa.ts that the fatter
'
J}i.eeses were preferred.

'A.. STRING OF 'QUESTIONS
If the death: pem,-ty will not deter from murder,
what will? This question of a learned judge is
arresting. What would have kept Judd Gray from
becoming a murderer? Will the modern man with
his childish notion of law as a -cure-all ever disoover that men go straight when they think
maight and mainly only then; when they· do not
drink liquor not bec~use there is a law against it
or none, but for the reason that they regard· it as
unscientific and a form of slow suicide? Which
would do most for society, another .Sing Sing or
more industrial schools like :flenry Ford's? Is the
criminal an average youth who prefers to be bad
,>r has he been badly started-badl y staged and
managed? When a child has a bad start can
~clety · afford to allow him to add to it an ordinF? education? Are we a little tardy in mobil·.
·
,umtr ~ ala potential criminality?
FRANK OTTO. · ·

.
BY PORTABLE TANKS
localities
in
use
for
There is a :Ue;w gas service
not supphed with city gas. It is not a liquid fuel,
but real gas derived from natural gas and is delivered anywhere in tanks. This new gas service
enables the woman who has wished for years that
she might enjoy the convenience of a modern gaa
.
range to· realize her dreams.
There's nothing difficult about the installAtion ·
or use of this nll'w fuel. It is' supplied by a ·firm
of unquestioned reliability and financial strength;
The outfit consists of a steel cabinet for holding
two tanks of gas· and the controlling equipment~
and !:I, modern gas range with even lieat regulator. ,
made by the largest manufacture rs of cooking
·
,appliances hi the world.
The gas is delivered in containers, each o~ which
holds approximate! 5,000 cubic feet of gas. These
containers are installed in the neat steel cabb;1et
placed agairist t~e out~ide of a real wail '°£:~~he
house.. from this cabmet a standard gll.s p1~
conveys the gas to the range and ·other appli'a.n-i ·
ces.
There are two tanks in the cabinet. When ohe
container is exhausted, the second one is there,
ready for use. A call or a postcard brings the
· service man with a new tank. He opens the cabinet with a master key, removes the empty container-and connects up the new, full one-all without entering the house or disturbing the gaa
i;ervice.
Think what a Godsend this new fuel will be to
the mothers of small sons who dislike chores!
Instead of "ding-dongin g" all day at son to fill the
wood box, carry in the coal, or empty the ashes,j
mother can now light a ·match, , turn on the gas,
and do heJ" cooking and baking as quickly an11 conc.
·
:veniently as her ·city: sistau
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
YOUT H, WHO WEEP S REAL TEAR S, GIVES • foot coating
of del;>ris which throug h ages has ac.. EXHIB ITI,O~ O_N ~US.ES
cumu,Iated over the origina l. sunace ,
. .·
A ·youth who can weep realisti cally ·withou t · Particu ~arly in ~hat _part of the · city . where
even. smellin g an onion is one of the stars- of the modern traffic reqwre ments necess itates a central .
'six Glasgo w ooys who will ·assist Sir Harry ,junctio n of the subway lines- a point ·betwe·e n the
Roman Forum . and the Trojan · Forum . not far
Laude r in -the film, "The Hu11ting Tower. "
is "Rober t Mackie and while he is here he He
from the Colise um-ex cavatio ns are expecte d to ,,
is
earnin g pin money by weepin g exhibit ions on reveal dozens of ancien t edifices
· The situatio n of many of these relics has
buses.
for centuri es, but their wholesale uncove ring been
had
been conside red impossible until growth of traffic
BRITO N FINDS NEW WAY TO GET AUTO
made subway constru ction necessa ry.
REPA IRED
Engine ers will work with expert archeo logists ,
A new way to get one's automo bile repaire d who, it is unders tood, have the power of orderin g
deviati on of the lines to avoid injurin g antiqui ties.
has been discovered by a London man. The
A special "Subw ay Museu m" will probab ly be
mula is to leave it standin g alongs ide anothe r forcreated ' as a r eposito ry for the finds taken during
of the same make in the hope that the ownerone
of
the
twelve years' work.
the other car will mistak e it for his own and put
t
it in order.
·
Anywa y this happen ed at a seaside resort
)
week. A Londo ner returne d in the evenin g to this
SILEN CE IN THE LUMB ER CAMP S . 1
the
place where his car was parked but on getting
Visitor s to lumber
in the big woods
into it he found that it wouldn 't start. There- of Northe rn ·Maine orcamps
a are impres sed
upon - he climbe d out, remove d and cleaned the with the silence at table. Canad
seems strange , this ·
spark plugs, tuned up the magne to and adjuste d subdue d brand of dining It
ent, in direct
the carbur etor. The car started off beautif ully contra st to the boister ous,deportm
rollick ing demea nor
just as the real owner rushed up shoutin g "Po:
of the woodsmen when in the open. Yet it is ,
lice." The first man then- found his own car just an inflexible custom .
behind the one which he had so kindly repaire d.
: Some . camps post such signs as "No Talkin
:
at the Table" or, "Silenc e at the Table." Theg
experie nced · woodsman, however, - knows . the
custom and abides by it. It ia the unques tioned t·
NEW TYPES OF TRUCK S . ·
Three new types of four-cy linder dump· trucks edict of the cook. . There must be no dallyin g
with nomina l ratings of two and one-ha lf, three over coffee and cigaret ts. In fact, coffee is 'i
and cigaret tes are barred . The cook's ,
aruf one-lia lf and five tons, respect ively, recentl y gulped
have been added to- the already very comple te line slogan i.s "Eat and Get"!
This is a rule of reason . The · cook has so·
of motor. trucks manuf actured by the Interna tionmuch
to do. It is seldom that the dishes
al Harve ster Compa ny.
,.
one · meal are washed before it is time to from
pre. "The. chain-d rive truck . appeal s to many people pare
for
the
next.
The
cook's
, or
be~uir e 'of 'the simplic ity of the
mechan ism, "cookees," have to cut the wood for helpers
the stoves.
·tiie ·ease. w.ith· ·which adjustm entschain
and repairs can This is hauled into the camp
-yard
as logs, and
b~ made while the ·truck· is on the job, and also the it ·is up
to the "cookees" to saw and split· these
ability of the truck to J>Ull out of gravel pits
and
into
the
proper
lengths
.
It
takes
time. And
exca.vatiohs; , Both . models · are provide d with
are innume rable details remain ing. . All ..
wide range of gear ratios. • The .transm ission in-a there
these take time.
.
:
'
eludes :f<J!lr, speeds fdrwar d and ·one 'J"ever:11e:: IJ'!. . Experi
has demon strated that when conthe larger models, 74-C .~nq_14-C ,trucks , :in addi- versati onence
is
permit
ted
at
table
il) the lumber
tion to t)le reducti on gea_r ty.pe of drjve, the
<iapips, argQm ents are inevita ble. An~ argum ents
axle has· a· two-s1,>e!!d range, ;wliich provide s an. live
exgenera
lly
consum
e
a
lot
of
valuab
le time and not ,
eepti<;mally )Vide choice of p'owei: ·applicatfo~s.
infrequ ently end in trouble . Occasionally, new)
.
.
comers to the · camps will challen ge the cook'~
right to enforce silence. Genera lly these trouble
BOME 'S . SUBW AY BUILD ERS TO BARE
makers are from the cities. Recent ly a New: Yorkrough; who had sought the isolatio n of a Northe rn
CITY OF CAESA RS
Maine lumber camp for reason s best known to
The first real step toward modern ization of himsel
f, persist ed in talking after the cook had
Rome- constr uction of a subway system , upon
admon ished him that conver sation was prohib ited.
wlrlcl). work is soon to begin -is expecte d to bring
"Who'l l stop me?" he asked.
to light more. of the ancien t city than all the
The cook, being an upstan ding man, with long.
a,reheological investi gations have done since the
experie
nce among the woodsmen, and apprec iatfall of the empire . ·
ing that it was a pivotal momen t for his author
In cutting three underg round lines, with total
ity, unloosed a "haym aker" that ended on the- 1
~h of nearly fifteen miles, throug h the subjaw
of the bellige rent. Thu-e was no come-be.ck,
lOil of the Eterna l' City, engine ers will be virThe tough had had enouga .
ly workin g at the street level of the Caesar s,
The woods camp in recent years i, a harce moder n Rome in mo~t places lies on a thirtymoniou s place. -N. Y. Tim.ea,
.,

WILD. ·WEST W EE l(L Y
- Lates t Issues 1241 Young Wild West Showing His Skill; or,
The Shoot•U p at "Show-D own."
1242 Young Wild West Among the Apaches ; or,
Arietta and the Death Pit.
1243 Young Wild West and the Governm en~ Det.ective; or, Tracking a Tricky Thief.
1244 Young Wild West Caught on the Cliffs; or,
Arietta's Despera te Climb.
1245 Young Wild West and the Ranchm an's Boy;
or, The Sheep Herder's Revenge.
1246 Young Wild West and the Rival "Outfits; or,
Arietta'~ Fight on the Cattle Range.
1247 Young Wild West with the Cavalry ; or, The
Fight at Bear Pass.
1248 Young Wild West Finding a Fortune ; or,
Arietta and the Flooded Claim.
1249 Young Wild West and the Mexican Raiders;
or, Exposin g a Cattle King.
1250 Young Wild West and the Dynamit e Fiends;
or, Arietta and the Avenger s.
Wild 1West and the Tenderfo ot's
Young
1251
Legacy; or, Baffling the Claim Jumpers .
1252 Young Wild West Helping the Sheriff; or,
Arietta and the Express Thieves.
1253 Young Wild West and the Phantom Canoe;
or, Solving a Strange Mystery .
1254 Young Wild West's Square Deal; or, Arietta
and the Rustler's Daughte r.
1255 Young.W ild West Stopping a "Ghost Dance";
or, The Charge of the Gallant 6th.
1256 Young Wild West and the Mad ~iner; or,
Arietta and the Secret of the Cliffs.
1267 Young Wild West and "Gold Dust Bill"; or,
~
The Man with the Yellow Streak.
1258 Young Wild West and the Death Brand; or,
Arietta's Great Risk.
1259 · Young Wild West's Pawnee Pursuit; or, The
White Flower cf the Redskins .
1260 Young Wild West and the Mexican ManTrap ; or, Arietta in the Robber's Den.
1261 Young Wild West's Lively Lariat; or, Rop·
ing the Rustlers .
1262 Young Wild West's Duel with a Dozen; or,
Arietta's only Chance.
1263 Young Wild West Trailing a Treasur e; or,
Outwitti ng the Road Agents.
1264 Young Wild West Ruling a Ranch; or, Arietta and the Cow Girls.
1265 Young Wild West's Straight Shot; or, Cornered in a Chasm.
1266 Young Wild West's Mexican Mine; or, Arietta Breakin g a Siege.

t

1267 Young Wild West's Hottest Trail; or, Winning a Big Reward.
1268 Young Wild West Trackin g a Horse Thief;
or, Arietta and the Wild Girl.
1269 Young Wild West's Apache Friend· or The
' '
Hidden Gold of the Pecos.
1270 Young Wild West's Three Shots; or, Arietta
.
and the Rattlesn ake.
1271 Young Wild West and the Sky Pilot; or, The
Ropers of "Rough and Ready" Ranch.
1272 Young Wild West's Lucky Drop; or, Arietta
and the Outlaws .
1273 Young Wild West's Show; or, Caught in the
Europea n War.
1274 Young Wild West and the Kaiser; or, The
.
Big Show in Berlin.
1275 You!lg Wild West Under Fire; or, Skir&ish ing on the French Frontier .
127~ Young Wild West Helping the Red Cross;
or, The Crown Prince's Gratitud e.
1277 Young Wild West and the Servians ; or, The
Shot that Saved a General.
1278 You~ Wild West's Neutral ity; or, Accused
by German s and Allies.
1270 Young Wild West and the French Spy; or
The Honor of an America n.
1280 Young Wild West at tlie Forts; or, Outwitting a Russian Captain.
1281 Young Wild West and the Sharpsh ooters;
er, Arietta and the Hindoos .
1282 Young Wild West at the Flooded Trenche s;
or, Saving a Belgian Town.
1283 Young Wild West Along the Yser: or, Ari·
etta's Wonder ful Shot.
1284 Young Wild West and General Von KluckJ
or, The Treasur e of the Ruins.
-l
1285 Young Wild West's Luck; or, Striking
Rich at the Hills.
1286 Young Wild West's Victory; or, The Road
Agents' Last Hold-Up .
1287 Young Wild West's Pluck; or, Bound to
Beat the "Bad" Men.
Wild West's Best Shot; or The ResYoung
1288
cue of Arietta.
1289 Young Wilif'w est at Devil Creek; or, Help,,
ing to Boom a New Town.
1290 Young Wild West's Surprise , or The In,.
dian Chief's Legacy.
1291 Young Wild West Missing; or Saved By An
Indian Princess .
1292 Young Wild West and the Detectiv e; Ol\
the Red Riders of the Range.
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